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ABSTRACT
Beyan-t Menazil (1537) is one of the most distinguished illustrated manuscripts of
Ottoman art. It marks the transition from an exclusive textual historiography to one
which includes illustrations. It contains 109 folios containing over 130 illustrations
connected with Sultan Snleyman's campaign of 1533-1535 against the Safavids.
This paper investigates the use of visual conventions in the illustrations. Conventions
such as multiple views and connecting elements are used to indicate the itinerary and
construct a narrative. Thus the illustrations of Beyan-t Menazil is a second text.
Furthermore, the illustrations themselves use conventions as representation types.
These representation types and their variations are, in all probability, a transfiguration
of actual field notes. Thus the illustrations of Beyan- Menazil are themselves the
translation of text into image. The field notes and other elements also exhibit that the use
of types is not merely a representational device; it in all probability extended into the
actual survey - it was the very mode of observation.
The use of representation types and its variations also not only allows specific
correspondence with the actual buildings, but raises also the possibility of various
observers, and artists involved in the production of the manuscript. Close scrutiny of
the use of perspective raises the possibility that there were more than one artist; and
probably an atelier involved, in the production of Beyan-z Menazil.
By demonstrating the use of representational types, and the translation of texts (such
as field notes) into images, this paper offers a new insight into Beyan-z Menazil.
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Preface
In its subject, scope, and method this thesis is a product of the academic milieu
of MIT and Harvard. Hence I find myself now with the task of tracing the
influences of many many people on this thesis; an onerous task which will at best
remain incomplete.
I began work on Nasuh's Beyan-z Menazil from a methodological bias. My
intent was primarily to study architectural drawings and representation. Nasuh's
Beyan-z Menazil was an hesitant choice, too much scholarship had been already
devoted to it. For this reason I was initially discouraged from the project.
However, no scholarship has attempted an extensive formal analysis of Nasuh's
manuscript and this became my leitmotif The absence of a formal analysis is rather
odd, and as my thesis has come to show, Nasuh's work demands such attention.
Even now, I believe Beyan-z Menazil calls for a much larger investigation, spread
on to Nasuh's complete oeuvre and other artist production of the period.
My largest debt is to my advisor Prof Nasser Rabbat. From very early on, the
thesis evolved both in its method and scope under his guidance. He was both the
source of many insights and the testing ground of many unfocussed ideas. More
than anything else, it was Professor Rabbat's enthusiasm that set me on the trail of
many discoveries.
It is the quality of good advice that its dimensions are only understood in
retrospect. Prof David H. Friedman and Prof Cemal Kafadar brought different
perspectives to my study. Prof. Kafadar's remarks were instrumental in my
discovering new dimensions in historical research. And it is only now that I am
beginning to understand the many perspicuous remarks of Prof Friedman, remarks
that I believe I have already put to good use. I was also able to seek the advice of
Prof Gailru Necipoglu-Kafadar on my work and benefited much from it. Similarly,
I also had the good opportunity of discussing my work with Prof Priscilla Soucek
at NYU. Prof Soucek's comments and questions were instrumental in shaping my
interpretation of the relation between text and image in Beyan-i Menazil. I hold a
similar gratitude to Prof Attilio Petruciolli - both for scholarly instructions and
support. This work also owes much to Rupinder Singh. His critical comments at
crucial times helped shaped many ideas and arguments. On that same account I
would also like to thank him for believing in my work.
This work has also benefited from the many discussions on Turkish art and
architecture with Prof Nurhan Atasoy and Prof. Gal Irepoglu. I would also like to
thank them for providing me with many resources. The staff at the Istanbul
University Library was very kind in providing the access to the original
manuscript. I am also indebted to Carolyn Wood's careful editing. I also owe a
large debt to my friends Birgul (olakoglu, Maria C. Elosua, Talin Der Grigorian,
Tan K. Girer, Figen K6sebay, the Partridges, Gail C. Payne., and Megan Yakeley.
I thank my parents for their support and in letting me be the person I wish to
be. In the end, this work belongs to two of my closest friends - Lila and Sumitra,
and dedicated to Mother, my mother.
Yonca Kosebay,
Cambridge, 1998.
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Chapter I
Introduction to the Manuscript
Beyan-z Menazil is an illustrated manuscript compiled by Matrakgi Nasuh in
944 H./1537-38. It narrates and illustrates the stopping points of Sultan Snleyman's
campaign of 940-942 H./1533-36 into the two Iraqs. (Fig.1) Within the text, the
manuscript is itself referred to as Mecmua-i Menazil. The title Beyan-z Menazil-i Sefer-i
Irakeyn-i Sultan Sileyman Han (the Description of the Stopping Points of Sultan Sileyman
Han's Campaign into Two Iraqs) only appears on the cover page and not in the text, and
in all probability was a later addition.
Sultan Snleyman launched this, the first of two campaigns, to stop the Safavid
ruler Tahmasp Shah b. Ismail b. Sheyh Haydar from spreading Shi'ism.1 Relations between
Ottomans and Safavids during the reign of Safavid Shah Ismail were tense, and both
armies were often at war. There had been several revolts among Anatolian Alevi's,
(Alouite2), which were initiated by Shah Ismail. Upon Shah Ismail's death, his son
Tahmasp Han assumed leadership and led his army in this campaign. The event that led
to the campaign was Olama Han's siege of Bitlis. The crisis was triggered when Serif Han,
who ruled Bitlis since Selim I's reign, deflected and joined the Safavids in 939 H./1532.
Thereafter, Olama Han was appointed to replace Seref Han as the Khan of Bitlis. Olama
Han besieged Bitlis, but Seref Han returned with the Safavid army to take
i Huseyin G. Yurdaydm, Beyan-i Menazil ..., TUrk Tarih Kurumu Basimevi, Ankara 1976, p. 38.
2 Member of religious group that revers All.
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Bitlis back. The Ottomans in turn launched a major military campaign into Iran, starting
with Grand Vizier Ibrahim Pasha led march in 940 H./1533. 3
Fig. 1. The route of the campaign. (Yurdaydm, Beyan-z Menazil, p.308.)
Why did Nasuh narrate and illustrate such an event ? Nasuh asserts that the
manuscript would be a useful record for future expeditions. In another manuscript,
Mecma-i Tevarih, Nasuh explains the importance of recording historical events:
"... Everything is subject to be forgotten, except the ones that are spoken and
the ones which are in the heart... Therefore, Kings build mosques, madrases,
khans, and bridges, to cut it short they build cities. All of these are history.
They would be history unless they were written or noted down..." 4
Beyan-i Menazil is not a diary in which day to day campaign proceedings are
compiled, although the text does provide daily features such as the price of food. The
accent is on the political and administrative issues. In the opening pages of the manuscript
are listed the cities, towns, and villages that were conquered in the campaign. The text cites
the stages of the campaign, giving the dates of the arrival of the army, and the illustrations
depict the daily stopping points between those stages. The text for Beyan-i Menazil was
therefore written after the journey had been concluded.
Albert Gabriel, the first scholar to conduct an elaborate study of Beyan- Menazil,5
has pointed out that the text does not add anything new to previously existing sources. For
3 I.H. Uzuncarsili, Osmanli Tarihi, Ankara 1949, vol.2, p. 337.
.4 As summarized by Hiseyin G. Yurdaydm, Matrakgz Nasuh, Ankara Universitesi Basimevi,
Ankara 1963, p. 27. My translation.
s Albert Gabriel, "Les etapes d'une Campagne dans les duex Irak d'apres un Manuscrit Turc du
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concurrent to Beyan-1 Menazil, Celalzade Mustafa's Tabakat el-Memalik ve Derecat el Mesalik,
Bostan Celebi's Sileyman-name, and Feridun Bey's Minseat el-Selatin also discuss this
campaign. The importance of Beyan-i Menazil then lies in its representation technique, both
in the illustration of the military campaign, and as an early examples of illustrated
historiography in the Ottoman genre. For Nasuh's work is unique in the unprecedented use
of illustrations. The emphasis was on topography and the illustrations are largely devoid
of human figures.6 The artist also employs a unique concept of narrative, where each
illustration is connected to the next by theme and by elements which follow each other
through the illustrations. With this innovative technique, these illustrations for the first time
do not function as a background for human activities, instead, they tell their own story.
Stylistically Beyan-i Menazil is followed by two other manuscripts by Nasuh, Tarih-i
Feth-i Siklos ve Estergon ve Istunibelgrad and Tarih-i Sultan Bayezid. These two manuscripts
are not as innovative as Beyan-i Menazil, but they use a similar style which schematize
architectural elements emphasizing the topography. Therefore they hold a unique position
in Ottoman painting. In the first half of the sixteenth century Ottoman artistic production
flourished, specifically with respect to style, technique and the concept of representation.
This period immediately preceded the classical period of Ottoman painting and marked
the transition from an exclusive textual historiography to one where narration through
illustration began to play a significant role. This shift was seen in the narration of military
campaigns, as well as various other types of narratives such as hajj (pilgrimage) manuals.
In many ways this shift was then marked by Beyan-i Menazil.
The Background of the Artist
Matrakei Nasuh (d.1564?), was a historian, mathematician, calligrapher, and a
famous man of arms - in short a true Renaissance man. He was educated in the Royal
Palace during the reign of Yildirim Bayezid 11 (1481-1512) and began writing books during
the reign of Sultan Selim I (1512-1529). In total, Nasuh wrote more than 15 books on such
varied topics as mathematics, history, and fire-arms. In these books, Nasuh assumes
different names such as Nasuh b. Abdullah, Nasuh b. Karagoz el-Bosnevi, Ibn Karagoz,
Nasuh el-Matraki, Matrakgi Nasuh, and Nasuh es sehir bi-Matraki. 7
XVIe siecle," Syria, IX (1928).
6 1 have noticed that there are two oarsmen in the Istanbul illustration (Folio 8b-9a). By and large
other illustrations do not show any human figures.
7 Yurdaydm, Beyan-i Menazil ..., p. 1.
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His first manuscript Cemal el-Kuttab ve Kemal el Hussab, written in 1517, was on
mathematics. His second book was a translation from Arabic to Turkish of Mecma' el-
tevarih, a history until 915 H. In addition, he wrote two more volumes in which he
narrates the history until 1551 AD. 8 He also wrote a book on arms Tuhfet el-guzat in 1529.
Nasuh's second book on mathematics came in 1533, titled Umdet el-Hisab.9 Beyan-z Menazil
was finished in 1537 and was his first work to use illustrations.
Nasuh's later work Tarih-i Feth-i Siklos ve Estergon ve Istunibelgrad records Sultan
Sileyman's second campaign into Hungary (1542-43). It was written as part of
theSfileyman-name, and includes 32 miniatures.10 The second part of this manuscript was
written in 1539 under the title of Fetihname-i Karabugdan. The manuscript narrates
Sileyman's campaign into Karabugdan. The next part of the Sileyman-name," as
attributed to Nasuh by Hiiseyin Yurdaydm, began in 1543. However, there is a three year
gap between Fetihname-i Karabugdan (1539) and Tarih-i Feth-i Siklos ve Estergon ve
Istunibelgrad (1543). In this period Nasuh worked on another manuscript, Tarih-i Sultan
Beyazid ve Sultan Selim.'2 This manuscript narrates the reigns of Beyazid 11 (1481-1512)
and Sultan Selim (1512-1520). This forms Nasuh's third illustrated manuscript.'3 After
these manuscripts, Nasuh wrote three more books, one of which describes the second
campaign of Sultan Sileyman to Iran in 1548-49.14 Significantly, this second recording of a
military campaign does not contain any illustrations.
Description of the Manuscript
Beyan-z Menazil had been in the Yildiz Library (MS. No.35), the palace library, until
it was transferred to the University Library of Istanbul in 1924.11 It measures 230/315 mm
and comprises 109 folios. The paper used in the manuscript, frenk abadisi, was imported
from Europe. The binding is Moroccan red leather.16 The text is compressed into 130/220
mm frames which are placed off center on the page leaving uneven margins. The
8 Volume 1: Vienna National Bibliothek, Cod. Mixt. 999 and 1187, volume 2: Paris National
Bibliothek, Nat. 50, volume 3: Istanbul, Fatih Library no. 4278.
9 Istanbul, Nuruosmaniye Library, no. 2984.
10 Topkapi Palace Library, no.1608.
"1 Istanbul Library of Archaeological Museum, no. 379.
12 British Museum, Add. 23 586.
"Topkapi Palace Library, Revan 1272.
Marburg, Staatsbibliothek, Hs. Or. Oct. 955.
15 University Library of Istanbul MS. No. 5964.
16 Gabriel, p. 40.
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illustrations are painted without a margin, and some of the illustrations on the edge
suggest that the pages were trimmed after they were painted (folios, 8b, 9a, 13b, 14b, 44a,
105b, 106a, 108a, 108b, 109a, 109b). The paper weighs a lot more in the illustrated pages,
some of which are damaged (folios 30b, 31a, 91b, 109a, 109b). Some of the illustrated
pages have meticulous borders drawn around them (folio 89a) and in some of the other
illustrated folios we observe a border similar to the ones framing the text (folios 49a-61b).
Color was used in a variety of ways in Beyan-z Menazil. The colors are extremely
bright in the depiction of Sultaniye (folio 31b-32a) and Baghdad (folio 47b-48a). However,
in the depiction of Istanbul (folios 8b-9a), the colors seem to have been washed out and
repainted in paler shades. A similar lightening operation is seen in the Eminonu quarter in
Istanbul. In some of the illustrations gold is used in details. For example in Baghdad, gold
is used in the depictions of doors, serefe (minaret balcony), and the void in the depiction of
arcades. Some of the colors (brown, maroon, pink) are diffused, that is, they do not show a
homogenous tone and they do not cover the previous layer. This might be explained by the
fact that some of the illustrations were put into the book before they dry. Indeed, we can
see the traces of some of the figures on the facing page. Also the red pigment was not
absorbed by the paper, but remained on the surface of the pages towards the end of the
manuscript indicating the low quality of paint.
Based on close inspection, I believe that each illustration was painted in several
layers. The grass was painted on top of background, the bridge was painted over the grass
and the river. Therefore some of the earlier features show through the subsequent elements
painted over them. Some of the illustrations were prepared according to a tri-partite
division (folios 49a-61b). Each illustration portion is accompanied by a band of text. This
format is used mostly in the depiction of the tombs around Baghdad. However, a similar
format is repeated in folio 88b the figures are adjusted according to the tri-partite
alignment, although the area reserved for text are not used for that purpose.
Scholarship on Beyan-z Menazil
The literature on Beyan-i Menazil can be divided into two main categories. The first
category treats the manuscript in the overall context of Ottoman Painting. The second
category are monographs on Beyan-z Menazil. Because Beyan-z Menazil is an important work,
surveys of Ottoman painting, without exception, include this unique manuscript.
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The historian Eleonor G. Sims has classified Ottoman illustrated histories into three
main categories. 7 The first category consists of subjects that relate to the Sultan's
successes in battles, conquests, accessions, funerals, circumcision ceremonies, and
receptions of ambassadors. The second category relates to "stylized portrait - texts and
related pictorial genealogies." The third category is religious histories concerned with
reporting the life of the Prophet. Although it may seem strange at first glance, Sims places
Beyan-z Menazil in the second category, stylized portrait, texts, and related genealogies. I
believe she does not consider Beyan-z Menazil in the first group because of its inanimate
style- that is no action takes place.
Sims classifies several other works in the same category as Beyan-z Menazil: Piri
Reis's World Map (1513) and Kitab-i Bahriye (1526) and its subsequent copies; Nasuh's two
other works Tarih-i Bayezid and Tarihi Feth-i Siklos (1543); Sinan's Portrait of Mehmed II
(1583); and Kiyafet al-Insaniye (1579). Each of these examples belong to a different genre.
Piri Reis's works are cartographic, whereas Sinan's and Loqman's works are descriptive
portraits of human beings. Nevertheless, Piri Reis's Kitab-i Bahriye and Nasuh's works
share common characteristics. These characteristics are topographical illustrations of cities,
which are devoid of human figures.
Richard Ettinghausen in his survey of Turkish Miniatures from the 13th to the 18th
century18 claims that Beyan-z Menazil was the finest manuscript of the period. According to
Ettinghausen Beyan-z Menazil "combines a scientific and romantic approach in which
sophistication and naivet6 successfully blend, as do realistic personal observation and
stereotype language of the period."19 He identifies the illustrations as half-cartographic,
half topographic rendering. G.M. Meredith-Owens for the same technique of
representations claims that "This panoramic method of rendering history [is] unknown to
the Muslim peoples....It is significant to compare with the excellent maps drawn by
Turkish cartographers, one of whom is Piri Reis." 20 This comparison suggested by
Meredith-Owens, has been discussed by several scholars such as Hadi Selen 2' and Zeren
Akalay. 22
" Eleonor G. Sims, "The Turks and Illustrated Historical Texts," Vth International Congress of Turkish
Art, ed. G. Feher, Budapest 1978, p. 747-772.
1 R. Ettinghausen, "Turkish Miniatures", Islamic Art and Archaeology: Collected Papers.
19 ibid., p. 1016.
20 G.M. Meredith-Owens, "Islamic Illustrated Chronicles", Journal of Asian History, vol. 5, no. 1, 1971,
p. 30.
21 Hadi Selen, "16. Asirda Yapilmis Anadolu Atlasi", II. Tark Tarih Kongresi, Istanbul 1943,
p. 817.
2 Zeren Akalay, "Beyan-- Menazil ... ", Istanbul Universitesi, Sanat Tarihi Enstitisii, 1964-65.
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Piri Reis's Kitab-i Bahriye is widely cited as the first example of Ottoman urban
topographical illustration. The similarities between this work and Beyan-i Menazil can be
observed at various levels, including the circumstances surrounding their creation and use,
the artistic methodology, and the concepts addressed by the works. First of all, both works
were presented to the Sultan Snleyman as gifts, and did not bring their authors any official
acknowledgment or benefit. Both of these works only enlightened their immediate circle of
peers, and did not have wide influence to produce among other artists to produce such
works in similar nature.
With respect to artistic method, similarities between the two books can be observed
in the representation of schematized architecture and in the depiction of galleys and boats.
Both works clearly attempt to describe the topography, and both utilize landmarks to
identify specific settlements. Both also utilize similar scale in the depiction of cities and
villages.
With respect to concept, both works depict cities in a schematized way devoid of
human figures. The illustrations are inanimate in both works. The most significant
conceptual element, however, is the realistic approach in representations. Some of the sites
are depicted in ruins, for example Tyre in Lebanon in Piri Reis's, and the depiction of
Aleppo in Nasuh's work.
Another formal correlation with Nasuh's Istanbul depiction is observed with C.
Boundelmonti's Liber Insularum Archipelaghi (1420).23 Boundelmonti's work was often
copied, both in Constantinople and elsewhere. Most of the surviving copies of
Boundelmonti from the Byzantine period depict the city with its Christian elements. But
when the city became part of the Ottoman domain, the emphasis in the copies began to
shift to the depictions of mosques. In one particular copy of Boundelmonti's depiction
made shortly after the city's conquest by the Ottomans only the major mosques and
Ottoman buildings are depicted, although most of the important churches still existed.24
' Vatican City, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticanca, Codex Urb. lat. 458-459. Another interesting version
of the map, as regards the outline of the streets, is the one illuminated in Ghent (or Bruges) in 1482
for Raphael de Marcatellis, abbot of St. Bavon, Ghent (London, Brit. Lib., Arundel MS 93, fol. 155).
Also refer Lucia Nutti, "The Perspective Plan in the Sixteenth Century: The Invention of a
Representational Language," Art Bulletin, March 1995., p. 105-128 for the significance of
Boundelmonti's work in western representations.
' See Ian Manners, "Constantinople the image of a City: The Representation of Constantinople in
Christopher Boundelmonti's Liber Insularum Archipelaghi", Annals of the Association of American
Geographers 87 (1), 1997, Annals of the Association of American Geographers 87 (1), 1997, p. 72-102. For
the Ottomanized copy of Boundelmonti's drawing in Dusseldorf Universitats und Landesbibliothek,
MS. G. 13.
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Albert Gabriel has compared the Istanbul illustration in Beyan-z Menazil with the
corresponding illustration in Liber Insularum.25 (Fig.2, 3) Although the viewpoint in one
part of Nasuh's depiction differs from Boundelmonti's, the viewpoints in the remainder of
the two works bear remarkable similarities. The contours of the shore-lines in the two
depiction are almost identical. (Fig.4.) In both of the depictions, the divisions of the
fortifications of Galata resemble each other. This fact may give us clues on how Nasuh
constructed his image of Istanbul. I believe that Nasuh might have began his depiction by
using Boundelnonti's depiction as a base or a model. After drawing the contour lines
accordingly, he then shifted the viewpoint of main peninsula by 90 degrees.
Fig.2. Boundelmonti's Istanbul depiction
(Annals of the Association of American
Fig.3. Nasuh's Istanbul depiction
(Beyan-i Menazil, Folio 8b-9a)
Geographers 87 (1), 1997)
' Gabriel, p.331.
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<2:
Fig.4. The contour lines of Boundelmonti's and Nasuh's Istanbul depictions
A third correlation is constructed by the art historian Zeren Tanindi between Beyan-z
Menazil and the illustrations of the sacred places. 26 She claims that Beyan-z Menazil is the
pioneer of illustrated hajj manuals. 27 It is true that there are formal similarities between
such sacred illustrations and the illustrations depicting the shrines in Beyan-z Menazil. Both
of them represent sacred buildings by schematizing them, and make extensive use of
symbolic elements. If we remove these illustrations from the general body of Beyan-z
Menazil, they do seem to belong to the genre of description of scared places. However, the
illustrations of this nature in Beyan- Menazil do not form a majority. Rather they are a
group that is limited to depictions of shires around Baghdad and its immediate
surroundings.
Monographs on Beyan-z Menazil form the second part of the scholarship which is as
large as the genealogies. While Hadi Selen was the first to mention Beyan-z Menazil in 1926,
Albert Gabriel was the first to conduct a substantial study of the manuscript in 1928.
Because of lack of information, Gabriel had very little to say about Nasuh's life and
accomplishments. He mainly focused on the depiction of Istanbul and identified some of
the buildings. I have already discussed the correlation he made between Nasuh's Istanbul
depiction and the earlier corresponding illustration by Boundelmounti. Gabriel observed
that Nasuh's representation of the visual reality is not clearly based on perspective or any
mathematical system. Furthermore in the case of Istanbul, he demonstrated that the
proportions in Nasuh's illustration were not accurate.
A particular characteristic of Ottoman manuscripts is that each page ends by
stating the first word of the following page. Based on such a textual analysis Franz
Taeschner has claimed that Beyan-z Menazil is part of a larger work, perhaps Tuhfat al
26 See Zeren Tanmdi, "Islam Resminde Kutsal Kent ve Y6re Tasvirleri", Journal of Turkish Studies,
vol. 7, 1983.
27 ibid., p. 407.
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Guzat.28 This was an observation later confirmed by Yurdaydm, although he argued that
Beyan-i Menazil was part of Sileyman-name.29 Taeschner also observed that in Beyan-z
Menazil as much as three stations are represented on one page as a rule. Only more
important cities like Tebriz, Sultaniye, Baghdad, and Aleppo extend over one page or two
whole pages. Later Usun Tnikel30 suggests that the manuscript is constructed on a double
folio, although only some illustrations extend on to double pages. Furthermore, according
to Taeschner, the illustrations have connective elements which give the correct sequence of
the sheets.31 These elements are rivers and pathways. (Fig. 5, 6)
Fig. 5. Folio 23b (Erzurum) Fig. 6. Folio 42b (Kala-i Yeni Imam Suyu)
' Franz Taeschner, "The Itinerary of the First Persian campaign of Sultan Snleyman, 1534-36,
according to Nasuh el-Matraki" Imago Mundi, XIIII (1956) p. 53-55.
" Huseyin G. Yurdaydm, Matrakgi Nasuh, Ankara Universitesi Basimevi, Ankara 1963, p. 55.
3 Usun Tnkel, "Beyan-r Menazil'in Resim Dili Uzerine Bir Anlamlandirma Denemesi", Turk
Kiltirande Sanat ve Mimari: Klasik Dunem Sanati ve Mimarligi azerine Denemeler, ed. Mehmet
Saclioglu, Gilsum Tanyeli, Istanbul, 1993.
S' This became the main hypothesis of Tikel argument.
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Taeschner claims that the pictures of towns are based on actual visual examination,
therefore should be considered as documents testifying to the conditions of those
settlements at the time. Building on Gabriel's argument, Taeschner maintains that these
highly conventionalized illustrations could not have been created on the spot, but they
must have been prepared later based on sketches made on site. Furthermore, the inhabited
places and buildings are also depicted in a conventionalized manner (bridges all resemble
each other, city walls are mostly square). Lastly, he compares two of Nasuh's illustrations
with reality (Yenisehir, Seyidgazi). He demonstrates that there are no totally realistic pieces
but many references to reality.
Hadi Selen considers both Piri Reis's Kitab-i Bahriyye and Beyan-i Menazil as
belonging to the same type.32 Selen points out that in Beyan-z Menazil the location of the
countries and towns is shown according to the classical divisions of seven climatic regions
(seven climes = ekalim-i seb'a).33 He notices that there are no textual explanations on the
sites; only illustrations. Selen identifies Beyan- Menazil with today's topographical maps.
But as Beyan-i Menazil provides information on flora and fauna not provided by today's
topographical maps, it can be considered to be more informative than today's maps. Selen
claims that Piri Reis pays attention to the exact location of the buildings whereas Nasuh
tries to depict the buildings relative to each other. The aim of the illustrations in Beyan-z
Menazil, Selen argues, is to record the places, just like taking photographs.
Norman Johnston claims that Nasuh held an official court assignment that would
require him to produce such a work.34 According to Johnston, Beyan-i Menazil is accurate in
providing details on buildings. He also finds this work useful in documenting history of
Muslim architecture. He suggests that the text is much more ceremonial and ritualistic
than informative.
Johnston is the first scholar who analyzed Beyan- Menazil as a whole. The earlier
studies of the entire work were descriptive introductory pieces. Furthermore, Johnston
begins to grapple with the urban aspect of the illustrations. His analysis constructs and
identifies Beyan-z Menazil with a "Near Eastern" urban morphology. This seems
problematic to me because the places illustrated are selective places (the stopping places of
the campaign), and not a survey of the Near East. Johnston's statistical information is
based on eighty-two settlements which he claims show "urban character." He does not
32 Selen, p.813-81 7 .
3 In medieval ages the world is divided into seven geographical regions characterized by their
climates.
' Norman Johnston, "The Urban World of Matraki Manuscript," Journal of Near Eastern Studies, 30:3
July 1971, p. 159-166.
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identify which settlements are included in this eighty-two, nor does he define the "urban
qualities" of these places. However, he talks about the local characteristics of the
illustrations as well as community institutions and sizes of the settlement. In a footnote he
reveals that he defines a village as a settlement with a mosque and houses, where as cities
must have a full range of urban institutions. These urban institutions are, however, not
identified.
After Albert Gabriel, the emphasis on the Istanbul depiction was resumed by
Walter Denny.35 He talks about what he calls "architectural shorthand" that denotes
specific building types through the use of colors. He theorizes that grey color identifies
stone buildings, and red the tile roof, etc. Denny also notes that the artist sometimes uses
an icon as his model instead of the building itself. Noting scale and accuracy Denny claims
that the important and larger buildings are more individualized than less important
buildings. Denny suggests that the Istanbul plan was mainly concerned with enumerating
the monuments. At this point he makes a connection with the literary mode of building
description from the 16th century, suggesting that the literary and pictorial works of this
period served a similar purpose.
Some of the buildings in the Istanbul depiction are represented in perspective while
others are only shown as a two dimensional facade. According to Denny the choice of
architectural representation was based on the distinct elements of the actual monument.
Where the ground plan is the main determinant of architectural form, "a perspective or
three quarter" aerial view is used by the artist. On the other hand, buildings with distinct
facades are depicted in elevation. Denny begins by claiming that drawing an abstract
image is much more difficult than an observed one. He, then however notices the cross-
section in folio 109a (Seyidgazi) which contradicts this observation. Thus Denny remains
indeterminate as to the method employed by Nasuh, or even if Nasuh was the sole artist in
Beyan-z Menazil. In fact he contradicts himself on this issue. Denny also attempts to identify
all of the buildings in the Istanbul depiction. However, apart from the well known
monuments, his discussion does not go beyond a description of building types.
Hiseyin Yurdaydm reprinted Beyan-z Menazil in 1976, and wrote the introduction to
it. Without his efforts, many of the studies done on Beyan-z Menazil would not be possible.
In spite of the good intentions of the print, it misleads the reader in many ways. The
margins of the pages are cut and each illustration is adjusted to a standard page size
3- W. B. Denny, " A Sixteenth Century Architectural plan of Istanbul," Ars Orientalis Vol. 8, 1970, p.
49-63.
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regardless of its original size. The layout locates each page apart from the others giving the
false impression that this is the way images were arranged in the original. On the contrary,
in the original, the illustrated pages have no margin, and each page was painted on a
double folio.
Huseyin Yurdaydm has done an extensive study on Nasuh's life and achievements.
He brought Nasuh's other illustrated and non-illustrated works into light, establishing
literary relations in each of them to prove Nasuh's authorship. As mentioned earlier,
Yurdaydm established Beyan-z Menazil to be part of Sileyman-name.
Perhaps the most minute study done so far on one of the illustrations in Beyan-z
Menazil is Nurhan Atasoy's work.36 However, this study is more focused on the Topkapi
Palace than on the illustration. It emphasizes the historic evolution of Topkapi Palace, and
the documentary value of the illustration in Beyan-i Menazil. Atasoy attributes the multiple
views in the depiction of the palace as a function of the limited space available in Nasuh's
format. It elevates this particular depiction as rare evidence that testifies to the towered
character of the Topkapi Palace.
Usun TUkel's Ph.D. thesis focused on the painting language of Beyan-i Menazil.37 He
used a structuralist approach. In an article on the same topic, he suggests that Beyan-z
Menazil should be seen as a movie in which each frame is connected to the next by elements
that show direction. Although this point had already been suggested by other scholars,
Tnkel added the idea that all of the illustrations are part of a larger whole. According to
this argument, the connective elements that we see up until Baghdad disappear, during the
hibernation, and reappear again with the movement of the army.
With respect to the language of representation, Tnkel suggests that the illustrations
are not designed to reflect reality but to evoke images in the minds of people who has been
to the sites. They aim to introduce the sites to the people who have not been there.
Therefore, according to Takel, Nasuh does not illustrate what he sees; rather he illustrates
the elements that constitute the concepts of what he has seen.
Tnkel further claims that the main aim of Beyan-i Menazil is not to contribute to
historic topography, although he does accept that there are some realistic representations.
On the contrary, Tnkel argues that Nasuh's aim is to give the general idea of the location
' Nurhan Atasoy, "Matrake1's Representation of the Seven-Towered Topkapi Palace," Fifth
International Conference of Turkish Art, 1978, p. 93-101.
3 Usun TUkel, "Beyan-i Menazil'in Resim Dili: Bir Yapisal 6znmleme", Istanbul Universitesi Sosyal
Bilimler EnstitnsU Arkeoloji ve Sanat Tarihi BlUmii, unpublished Ph.D. thesis, Istanbul, 1990.
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using tools that are recognized by society. The important thing is the image of a settlement,
not how things are distributed within.
According to Tnkel, the second basic characteristic of Beyan-i Menazil is the
movement aspect. He, however, gives less attention to the movement within a page than to
movement throughout the manuscript. He emphasizes that Nasuh used an ongoing story,
which is Sultan Siileyman's First Persian Campaign. Tnkel posits that the absence of
human figures in this manuscript is substituted with topographical features (landscape,
buildings, flora and fauna).
The contribution of this work
Most scholars have focussed on the Istanbul depiction and limited their analysis to
this particular illustration. While I do not mean to minimize the importance of this
depiction, I do believe that the other illustrations deserve similar attention. There are a few
studies which have voiced the concerns I have. As already demonstrated above Norman
Johnston and Usun Tnkel made analytical surveys of Beyan-z Menazil which deal with
illustrations other than the Istanbul depiction. However, in these two studies we have seen
that only one particular aspect of the illustrations are surveyed throughout the manuscript.
In Johnston's case it is the urban character of the illustrations, in Tnkel's, it is
demonstration of the connective elements.
None of the previous studies have conducted a formal analysis. One of the major
debates regarding Beyan-z Menazil is its representational language, which raises a number of
questions. How does each illustrations function as part of the whole ? What are the parts
that constitute an illustration ? What are the conventions used to describe an element in an
illustration? How and why was perspective used in Beyan-z Menazil? What are the
differences between Western modes of representation and the Beyan-i Menazil's mode?
The second major goal of the formal analysis is to determine the purpose of this
representation. An analysis of the correspondence between the actual sites and the
depictions will help answer this question. Through this analysis I hope to be able to
determine how some of the elements actually tell the story of Sultan Snleyman's campaign
and shed light on the perception of architecture and urban settlements in the 16th century.
Correspondence can have two meanings: that which the illustrations correspond to
conceptually, and the correspondence to a real building or site. The role of the observer and
how it affected the production of the manuscript is another major variable. What are the
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local inputs both in observation and in the representation? Was the on site examination
documented by textual notes or sketches? To what extent was the observer influential?
The similarities in the illustrations leads us to the building types. What makes each
of the illustrations authentic and similar at the same time ? What can be said about the
typology of the buildings depicted in the illustrations? Not only buildings constitute a
type, but plants do as well. The congregation of certain building types composes
settlements. Formal analysis demonstrates the hierarchy of the buildings in Beyan-z Menazil
In the end the formal analysis investigates how the manuscript was produced.
Could an atelier have existed? If so, how was the labor divided among the various artists?
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Chapter II
Conventions of Representation
In Beyan-z Menazil, the main text is not a commentary on the illustrations. However,
the illustrations and the text supplement one another - what is not described by the text is
depicted by the illustrations. Thus the illustrations are a second text, they also narrate the
itinerary. Furthermore, Beyan-z Menazil uses a system of visual conventions which seem to
be translation of textual information. This textual information may very well have been
field notes taken from direct observation. Thus there is a merging of two sets of texts in the
conventions - each illustrations is constructed largely through the translation of field notes
into drawings, while, at the same time, it constitute a stage in the narration of the
campaign as a whole.
The work of various scholars help to posit the narrative aspect of the illustrations.
Taeschner and T kel have both claimed the existence of elements in the illustrations which
connect each page to the next, and which indicates the reading direction of the manuscript.
According to Tikel, these connective elements are the rivers and the pathways. When these
elements are not observed in the illustrations, it suggests that the campaign is at halt.
Tnkel claims that the reading direction flows from the top of the recto to the bottom of the
verso. Although the connective elements do assert a visual path as such, the inscriptions of
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the settlements suggests a slight variation from Tnkel's argument. In some of the tri-partite
illustrations, the artist uses such inscriptions as: Bogaz via Erzurum (folio 23b) (Fig. 5),
Hoy via Dested Beyi, Hz. Veysel Karani via Razen Suyu (folio 41b). These examples prove
that the reading direction flows from top of the recto to the bottom, then to the bottom of
the verso to the top. Therefore, I believe that the system of connective elements, which
indicate movement of the campaign, is not an exclusive convention, as assumed by TUkel.
It is, rather, part of a larger system which signifies an itinerary assumed to be already
known to the reader - that is starting from Istanbul, going on to Baghdad and returning to
Istanbul.
Furthermore, not only the itinerary, but the settlements, the buildings, and building
materials are also expressed through the use of such conventions. Thus the overall system
of conventions creates a narrative in the illustrations at various levels. At the same time,
this system of conventions is largely a translation of field notes. As this chapter will show -
the settlements, the buildings and the building materials - all are based on a system of
variations of schematized visual conventions. The analysis that follows is therefore not
concentrated on any single element, but on multiple conventions at various scales.
Use of Multiple Views
The use of multiple views, in addition to the connective elements also expresses
the itinerary of the campaign within a single illustration. All of the illustrations in Beyan-i
Menazil use a single viewpoint from the bottom of the page to the top except for the double
folio depicting Istanbul and bilad-i silase (three suburbs: Galata, Eynp and Oskiidar) and
Baghdad and its vicinity. In both of these illustrations, we see multiple viewpoints, which
raises the question whether there might be a reason to treat these two illustrations
differently from the rest. The fact that one of the illustrations is the departure and the other
the destination leads us to believe that there might be a correlation between the itinerary
and the use of multiple views.
There are three different viewpoints adopted in the double folio depicting Istanbul
and bilad-i silase; although only two of them dominate. The first viewpoint employed in the
depiction of Istanbul, as well as in Eynp, Oskiidar, and Besiktas, shows the settlements
from the bottom of the page to the top. The second viewpoint, used in the depiction of
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Galata and the Tophane area, looks from the right side of the page to the left. The third and
somewhat rarely employed view used in the depiction of the Emin6nu area, which is seen
from the left side of the page to the right. (Fig. 7, 8)
Fig. 7. Folio 8b-9a Istanbul Fig. 8. Folio 47b-48a Baghdad
The first viewpoint, used in the illustration of fortified Istanbul, is a unique one as it
shows the city from the Yedikule-Ayvansaray land walls towards the Marmara Sea. Most
of the earlier depictions are perpendicular to such a viewpoint and show the city from the
sea to the land. This, the more conventional viewpoint, is still used in the depiction of
Galata in Beyan-t Menazil. This viewpoint perhaps originated with Boundelmonti's
Constantinople depiction in Liber Insularum Archipelaghi (1420), and later in Lokman's
Shahanshahnama (IU, F 1404, fol.58r) in 1581-82 and Hanername (TSK, H 1523, 158v, 159r)
in 1584-85. Later the new viewpoint used in Beyan-i Menazil is repeated by Melchior Lorichs
in 1559, and by Dilich in 1606.'
If we assume that in Beyan-z Menazil the projection plane is always perpendicular to
the direction of the campaign, the change in the viewpoint in Istanbul indicates and
narrates the movement of the campaign. Thus the gaze moves from Eyup to Eminonu, to
Galata, and to Uskudar in Asia. We know that before they go to a campaign Sultans
would first pray in the shrine of Eyup. Since the campaign is to the East, the Sultan has to
cross to the Asian side before the army can start marching on. Therefore the Sultan's
' See Gnlru Necipoglu, Architecture Ceremonial and Power, MIT Press 1991, plate 26
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expedition would start in Eyup and then continue to Uskudar in the Asian land. Crossing
the Bosphorus was and still is much easier between Besiktas and Uskudar, where the
channel narrows. Therefore the Sultan first has to cross to the Golden Horn to the Galata
side and follow the shore until it is narrow enough to cross the Bosphorus to reach
Uskudar. This part of the itinerary is successfully demonstrated with the help of different
viewpoints. A similar treatment of multiple views is observed in the depiction of Baghdad
where there are two opposite viewpoints, one of them indicating the entrance to Baghdad
and the other one the departure from the city.
Conventions of Building Material
There is a concern to show the differences between building materials. Nasuh uses
color as a convention for depicting building materials. These colors are largely based on the
actual colors of the materials they represent. For example in folio 109 we see depiction of
two hamams. The roof of one them is painted in blue, and the other one in red, which
suggests that the first dome is covered with lead and the second one covered with brick tile.
When gray and/or blue is used on the roof it indicates the lead covering. Use of
blue on the dome, with some geometric patterns drawn on it, indicates ceramic tile
cladding. Red indicates brick tile cladding on the roof. We observe brick cladding in folios
8b- 14b, and 109a, 109b. These folios depict Istanbul and its immediate surrounding both
on the trip to Baghdad and on the trip back to Istanbul.
When gray is used on the buildings, it indicates stone masonry. Yellow suggests
stuccoed brick. Some times the brick tile is drawn as exposed on the surface, and
independent from its geographical location. We observe this usage on the mosques,
hamams, tombs, city walls, khans and palaces. Therefore it is not possible to argue that the
usage of exposed brick is limited to a certain type of building or geographical are.
Conventions of Building Types
The convention that signify specific type of buildings tends to be the most
constantly used type of convention. This is particularly true of building types which are
easily identifiable, such as mosques and hamams. (Fig. 9)
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Mosques are represented by their most distinct elements, reduced to their most
essential forms. (Fig. 9) Minarets play a major role in this representation. Regardless of
their shape, or material, all mosques have a minaret. There are of course variations in every
depiction to reflect the authenticity of the building. For example, the number of minarets
and number of serefe's (the balconies) varies. The appearance of a minaret is enough to
declare the building a mosque; a dome is another element which serves the same purpose.
The use of this element also varies in number and in form. The distinction between the
bulbous-dome and the semi-circular dome reflects the concern for local differentiation in
architectural style.
Mosque Hamam Fortress Tomb
Fig. 9. The conventions of Building Types
Hamams are represented with their distinctive elements, the dome and little
lanterns. The two-bay structure is also used to signify the hamam, and it refers to sicaklhk
(hot chamber) and soyunmalhk (cool chamber) sections of the hamam. (Fig. 9)
Tombs are represented by an independent building which is covered with a dome.
In some cases the dome is replaced with a Muqarnas roof. The shape of the building and
the shape of the dome varies throughout the illustrations. In some of the illustrations the
grave itself is shown.
Khan buildings are represented in a number of ways. In some cases they are
depicted as a massive building with few openings. In others, they are depicted like castles
with towers surrounding them. In all cases, however, khan buildings are essentially
represented as protected buildings. This enables the viewer to differentiate this type from
the other types of buildings.
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Houses are depicted as single unit buildings, which have slight variations in their
windows and doors. The bazaar, a single commercial building, is represented as an arcade
with differing number of bays. The ones in Istanbul have tile roofs, while the rest are
shown to have flat roofs. Madrases are represented with their chimneys as their distinctive
elements. Bridges are represented with differing numbers of bays.
This system of convention is used in all of the illustrations, except the Istanbul
depiction. Although the building types are themselves identifiable, they are not codified in
the same way as the rest of the illustrations. Because it is possible to identify the
individual buildings in the Istanbul part a codification system is not necessary. In the
Galata quarter of this illustration, however, individual buildings become less identifiable,
reduced to a building type. Therefore in the Galata quarter, conventional representation is
used more extensively. This fact is supported by Walter Denny's identification of each
building in this double folio.2 He identifies most of the buildings in Istanbul quarter,
whereas for the buildings in Galata, he is only able to identify building types.
Conventions for Settlement Types
There are two types of conventions used for determining the size of settlements. The
first one is the text in the form of inscriptions, and the second is the illustrations
themselves. The inscriptions show that the majority of the identified illustrations are
settlements. Within this group some of the illustrations are accompanied with adjectives
which define the dimensions or the character of the settlement, such as cities, towns or
villages. Only two settlements are called sehir (city), and one in Iran, Sehr-i Hamedan and
one in Iraq Sehr-i Kufe. Two of the settlements are called the guarded settlements,
Mahruse-i Baghdad, and Mahruse-i Hille; both of them are in Iraq.
There are eight settlements identified as towns, kasaba in Turkish and Arabic. All of
them are located in Iran with one exception in Iraq. There are nine settlements identified as
villages, karye in Arabic. There are two Anatolian and Iraqi, four Iranian, and one Syrian
settlement identified as villages. Fortified settlements, kala in Turkish and Arabic, are
identified in nineteen of the illustrations, most of them located in Anatolia. As stated
2 Denny, p. 56-63.
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earlier, there are other groups of settlements which are identified by their names, and are
not accompanied with a descriptive noun. As only some of the cities, towns, and villages
bear textual tags, however, it is necessary to develop an alternate means of analyzing these
illustrations, in order to grasp the size of each settlement, regardless of this identifications.
The size of the settlement is codified not by the number of structures but by their
variety; the - wider the variety the larger the settlement. The smallest settlement has only
houses. Major cities like Aleppo have varied structures: fortresses, mosques, bazaars,
hamams, tombs, and houses. Only the specific building types are considered to have
contributed to the level of urbanization. Mosque, fortress, hamam, bazaar, tomb and
house are considered to be the determinant elements of the urban character of the
illustration. Khan buildings are not considered as elements which contribute to the level of
urbanization. Similarly, although many of the structures, such as fountains, obelisques,
wells, etc., add diversity to the illustrations, they are not considered to be the determinant
elements in the urban level of that particular location. The other elements seem to be
illustrated to convince the audience to the authenticity of the location, and perhaps to
enlarge the visual diversity of the settlements.
One way of analyzing these illustrations with respect to their levels of urban
development is to classify them according to the number of houses in each of the
settlement, assuming that population density is the decisive element. However we see that
the number of houses in one of the illustrations tagged as a village is twenty-seven, while a
settlement tagged as a city only six houses (Sehr-i Hamedan). Although the individual
cases may cloud the overall approach to depicting settlement size, the average of each
settlement type reflects a proportionate depiction. For example, the illustrations identified
as kasabas (towns) have 19.5 houses in average. Whereas kanes (villages) have 3.125, sehirs
(cities) have 41.5, and fortified settlements have 33.58 houses on average. Suraiya Faroqhi
mentions that in the 16th century the smallest city was composed of 400 tax-payers.3
Which suggests a population for Konya of approximately 14.000 which is represented in
Beyan-i Menazil by 64 houses.
If we assume that the urban level of a settlement is codified in the number of
buildings with varied functions, we are able to determine the size of the settlement, even
3 Suraiya Faroqhi, Osmanli'da Kentler ve Kentliler, Istanbul 1993, Tarih Vakfi Yurt Yayinlari, p.14
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though we are not familiar with the area. As a result, the illustrations in Beyan-z Menazil
can be classified under six major categories.
Settlements with Six Urban Structures: (Level Six)
This category is the most advanced urban model, which includes all the following
structures: fortress, mosque, hamam, bazaar, khan, tomb and house.
(Table. 1) As we can see in the table, Istanbul, Kala-i Konya, Hoy, Tabriz, Sultaniye, Sehr-i
Hamedan, Kala-i Enhare, Mahruse-i Hille, Bitlis, Kara Amid, Aleppo, Seyidgazi and
Eskisehir belong to this category. It is obvious that all of these settlements are not equal in
size, however it is assumed that the factor that bring these settlements together is the fact
that they have achieved a certain level of urban development.
On the contrary, we are able to deduce that Sultaniye, Konya, Hoy, Kala-i Enhare,
Bitlis, Seyidgazi and Eskisehir are less advanced than Istanbul, Tabriz, Mahruse-i Rifle,
Kara Amid, and Aleppo, by the numbers of mosques and houses each of them have. The
first group has less than five mosques and seventy-five houses, whereas the second group
has more than five mosques and seventy-five houses. Even with this division it is possible
to notice the differences between settlements, for example Istanbul has twenty mosques,
whereas Mahruse-i Hille has only five.
One of the other conclusions we can make from this analysis is that, in spite of the
fact that the depiction of Sultaniye as one of the most elaborately painted illustrations, it
does not indicate the advancement of the settlement. On the contrary, it shows the city in
decay and with a smaller number of buildings. Therefore, this analysis contradicts earlier
assumptions that only most advanced settlements are elaborately illustrated.
Folio |Name Mosque Fortress Hama Bazaaj Tomb House Kulliyd Khar Bridge Fountair Obelisque We Palace Garder
08b Istanbul 20 2 7 17 2 3 1 8 2 3
17a Kala-i Konya 3 1 2 5 1 51 -
26b Hoy 2 1 1 2 1 52 1
27b-28a Tebriz 16 1 21 9 11 275 6 2
31b-31a Sultaniye 3 1 1 11 8 123 3
38b Sehri Harnedan 2 1 1 2 1 42
67a Kala-i Enhare 2 11 2 5 7 38
67b Mahruse-i Hille 5 1 2 2 7 601
100a Bitlis 2 2 1 2 2 73
102a Kara Anid 1 6 2 2 3 2 80
105b-106a Halep 8 2 4 4 4 116
109a Seyidgazi 1 1 1 2 1 50 1 1 2 -
109b Eskisehir 1 1| 3 3 1 24 1 1_1
Table 1. Settlements with Six Urban Structures (Level Six)
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Settlements with Five Urban Structures: (Level Five)
The settlements which are included in the level five category are; Galata, Gebze,
Izmit, Kala-i Iznik, Yenisehir, Kala-i Kutahya, Hz. Mevlana, folio 18a, Kala-i Sivas,
Erzincan, Kaplaniye, Sahan Kala, Kasaba-i Ebher, Kale-i Dilaver, Mahruse-i Baghdad,
Karye-i Museyyeb, Tetimme-i Imam Huseyin, Altunkopru, Kasaba-i Derguzan, and
Adana. (Table. 2) The majority of this group, eight settlements out of twenty, have all the
following structures: fortress, mosque, hamam, bazaar, and house. In the second most
common variation, observed in three examples (Hz. Mevlana, Yenisehir, Karye-i
Museyyeb), the fortress of the first group is replaced with a tomb. In the third most
common variation observed in two examples (Erzincan, Baghdad), the hamam of the first
group is replaced with the tomb.
Folio Name Mos u Fortress Hamar BazaarI Tomb Hous4 Kulliyej Khan Bridge [ Fountai Whet Palace
08b Galata 4 1 1 41 1 5 1 2
12b Gebze 1 1 21 50 1 1 1
13b lzmit 3 1 1 i 50
14b Kala-i Iznik 3 1 2 2 641
14b Yebisehir 1 1 3 1 351
15b Kala-i Kutahya 4 1 1 1 83
17a Hz. Meviana 1 1 3 2. 13 1
18a Kala-i* 2 1 1 3 46
22a Erzincan 3 1 8 2 76 1
30b Kaplaniye 1 1 1 1 14 1 1
36b Sahan Kala 1 1 1 1 P0
37a Kasaba-i Ebher 2 1 1 1 40
41a Kale-i Dilaver 2 1 1 1 29 1
47b Mahruse-i Baghdad 8 1 8 2 78
62a Karye-i Museyyeb 1 1 1 31 27
63a Imam Huseyin 1 1 2 2 120
74b Altunkopru 1 1 1 1 14 2
89b Kasaba-i Derguzan 2 1 2 5 16
108tAdana 1 1 1 95 1 2
Table 2. Settlements with Five Urban Structures (Level Five)
In the last combination, observed in a single example, (Altunkopru) the bazaar of the first
group is replaced with a tomb. This analysis suggests a hierarchy of buildings according to
the frequency of their occurrence. The analysis suggests a descending hierarchy as such:
mosques and houses draw the top level emphasis, followed by the bazaar, hamnam and
fortress, and the least emphasized building type is the tomb.
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Settlements with Four Urban Structures: (Level Four)
There are nine settlements that have four different building types. The settlements
that have mosques, fortresses, bazaars, and houses are Kala-i Ercis, Kasaba-i Dinevar,
Kala-i Sivas. Two of the settlements have mosques fortresses, tombs and houses (Bogaz,
and Kale-i Museyyeb). (Table 4) Two of the settlements have mosques, hamams, bazaars,
and houses (Akukuyuk, Tetimme-i Imam Ali). One of the settlements has mosques,
hamams, tombs and houses (Pasin Ovasi). It suggests an descending hierarchy as such:
mosques and houses draw the top level emphasis, followed by the bazaar, hamam and
fortress, where the least emphasized building type is the tomb.
Folio Name Mosauc Fortress Ham Bazaar Tomb House Kulliye Khar Bridge Fountain Obelisau Whe Palace
18a Akuyuk 1 1 2 23 1
20a Kala-i Sivas 3 3 8 103 1
23b Bogaz 2 1 2 70 1
23b Pasin Ovasi 1 1 5 24 1 1
25b Kala-i Ercis 1 1 1 26
40b Kasaba-i Sadava 1 2' 1 211
41a Kasaba-i Dinever 1 1 1 30
62a Kale-i Museyyeb 1 1 1 13
65a Temimme-i Imam-i 5 1 11 3 1 106
Table 3. Settlements with Four Urban Structures (Level Four)
Settlements with Three Urban Structures: (Level Three)
There are fourteen settlements that have three different building types. The
majority of the settlements have mosques, bazaars, houses (Bozuyuk, Inonu, Ilgun, Kala-i
Kayseri, Kala-i Hu, Elvendiye). (Table 5) The rest of the other combinations are observed in
a single settlement. The other combinations are mosques, tombs, houses (Kasaba-i Zengan,
Sehri Kufe); mosques, hamams, houses (Zul Kifl Nebi); mosques, fortresses, houses
(Ksaba-i Tavuk, Kala-i Kerkuk, Han-i Gedigun); fortresses, tombs, houses (Kala-i Yengan).
This analysis shows that for this size of settlements, only mosques, bazaars, and houses
have a priority in the hierarchy of buildings. The rest of the structures, fortresses, hamams,
and tombs seem equally essential for the formation of these settlements. It suggests an
descending hierarchy as such: houses are the most emphasized building type, which is
followed by mosque, bazzar, fortress, tomb and hamam.
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15a Bozuyuk 1 1 17 1
18b KaFa-i Kayseriyye 2 3 80 Baaa Tomb HFP
23a Kai__uban 1 1 15
23a Kasaba-i Zengan 2 1i 1
38a Kasaba-i Derquzid 2 1 321 5
43b Elvendiye 2 1 10
65b Sehri Kufe 1 1 6
66b Zul Kifi Nebi 1 1 18
73a Kasaba-i tavuk 1 1 16
73b Kizil kosk 1 1 30
87b 1 Kala-i Yengan 1 1 1 6.
87b I Han gedigun asip 11 1 1 7
Table 4. Settlements with Three Urban Structures (Level Three)
Settlements with Two Urban Structures: (Level Two)
There are 17 settlements that have only two different building types. (Table 5.)
Mosque and house, fortress and house seems to be the most common combinations.
These can both be observed in five illustrations. Tomb and bazaar are of secondary
importance, where hamam is totally neglected. In this group, for the first time, the
importance of the mosque is reduced. We observe mosques in only half of the illustrations
in this group, whereas in the previous category, there were mosques in twelve of the
settlements out of thirteen illustrations. In addition, the level two urban settlements form
the majority of the illustrations. Houses are given the most prominence, followed by
mosque, fortress, tomb, and bazaar. Here we see that the importance of the bazaar
decreases.
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Polo Name Mosque Fortress Hamaml Bazaar Tombj Hous Kuiliye Khan Bridg ountair Obelisqu Whel Rive Palace
09a Uskudar 2 j 15
13a Kala-i Hereke 1
14b Albiyik 1 _ 6
17b Akcasar 1 14
18b Develukarahis 1 14
19b Puskullu 
_ 10
20b Kochisar 1
21a Azim Cayir 1 9
21a Koylu Hisar 1
24a Kiziar kalesi 1
25a Harnit Kale 1
41b Hz. Veysel el Karani 1 1
42a Kala-i Sahin 1 1 8
42b Kasaba-i Han 1 9
69a Kal-i Berrani 3 31
75a Altunkopru 1 5
87a Bostan1 1
101a Veys el Karan 11
105a Mercidabilk 11 1 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Table 5. Settlements with Two Urban Structures (Level Two)
Settlements with One Urban Structure: (Level One)
In the illustrations that have only one type of structure, the type is most often a
tomb. (Table 6) The seven illustrations are the depictions of places visited when the
campaign was on the move, and they are located in Iran and Iraq. When the campaign
stopped, fifty-six tombs and four mosques were visited around Baghdad. The second
most common single structure in a settlement is the house. It is observed that the number
of houses varied between three to twenty-one houses. There are five illustrations depicting
a fortress.
I do not consider the illustrations in folios 49a-61a as representations of
settlements, as they are close-ups images of the tombs.
Organizing the illustrations according to the number of different building types they
include demonstrates the following: first, codes are used to represent the size of the
settlement. Second, the building hierarchy of the illustrations are identical up to the level-
two settlements. We observe that the bazaar is the most important structure after the
house and the mosque, and the hamam is the least important for the urban conglomeration
in the Beyan-i Menazil. In level one and two settlements, we see that the importance of the
mosque and the bazaar decreases.
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Folio Name Mosque Fortress Harnam Bazaar Tomb House Kulliye Khan Bridge Fountair Pass Obelisqu Whel Palace
16b Hatun Cayiri 1___5 1 1
17a Germuk Beli 21 1 1 2
18a * 10
19b Latif Golu 1 5
19b Danismanli 1 6
21b YassiCimen 8
21b Karaviran 10
21b Cinis 6
25a Cakirbeyli 5
25b Karye-i Agi 7
25b Bendimahi 7
27a Hatun Saray 9
27a Sufyan 1
30a Ucan 1
30a Turkmen Kenti 7
37b Derbend-i Karkan 9
37b Karye-i Hemyan 9
42a Semsi Alemdar 1
42b Kala-i Yeni Imam Suyu 1
44a Seyh Mekarim 1
61b Kalacik 1
61 b Han-i Beiz 3 1
68b Han-i Beriz 21 1
72b Bend-i Batt 1
72b Gelin Eyvani 1
73a Seyh Muhsin 1
73b Leylan 9
88a |Turkmen Kenti ecip Kizil Oz 1
89a -Bassiz Kumbed 1
91b Karye-i Hemyan 8
91b Han-i Kizil Ribat 12
99a |Ayn-i Tatvan 91
99b iGuzelcedere 71
105a Kare-i Cil Halit 71
Table 6. Settlements with One Urban Structures (Level One)
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Chapter III
Representational Typology
In the previous section, I have demonstrated the use of codes in the narrative,
settlements and buildings. We have seen that only the 'idea' of the building was reflected
in visual representation, not the actual realistic image of the building.
In this section, I categorize building illustrations by type (mosques, hamams,
tombs, fortifications, etc.). When we look at each building type individually, we see that
there are several variations in their representations, although the projected idea remains the
same. This has a certain number of unavoidable drawbacks. Buildings like mosques and
hamams are easily identifiable because of their distinctive features. Mosques are identified
by their minarets and hamams by the little lanterns on their domes and their two-bay
structures. Khans, on the other hand, are not easily identifiable because they have less
distinguishing features. For that reason, khans were included in the classification of
illustrations only when they were identified by inscriptions. The same applies to tombs.
It is important to analyze the geographic distribution of each of the building types.
To facilitate this process, I have used the present day definitions of the borders of Anatolia,
Iran, Iraq, and Syria. On the other hand, the manuscript itself (in folio 42b-43a) identifies
Kasaba-i Hanekiye as the border of Iraq and Anatolia.
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I have conducted the typological analysis using three major categories: the
architectural elements, the flora and fauna, and the use of 3-dimensional rendering. In the
architectural analysis, I have surveyed the mosques, hamams, tombs, and fortifications.
The remaining structures have been catagorized as "other structures." This would include
houses and bazaars, which tend to be depicted in large quantities with little differentiation.
Also included in this category are palaces, madrasas (schools), obelisques, fountains,
wells, and other structures that are only observed in exceptional cases.
MOSQUES
No mosque in the manuscript is identified with a name tag. However, it is easy to
identify a mosque by its distinctive feature: the minaret. The existence of a mosque should
not be seen as a declaration of religious propaganda, rather as an architectural artifact and
an element of the urban character of the site.
The mosques are shown from their entrance facades. In some instances (folio 47b,
65a, 67a, 67b in Iraq), when they are drawn in 3-dimensional view, it is also possible to see
one of the side facades. These images are drawn such that the observer always faces
Ka'be. The minarets, however, are shown from the opposite direction. In all of the
minarets, the entrance to the balcony is situated on the same facade as the mosque
entrance. In reality, however, no minaret entrance faces this direction; rather they face
Ka'be. Perhaps Nasuh wanted to convey the message that a minaret is a tower by
prominently displaying its balcony. Therefore, the balcony is an essential element in the
depiction of the minaret.
Types of Mosque Representations
In Beyan-i Menazil, there are six distinct types of mosque representations, which can
be classified according to their roof and base forms. One exceptional example is type M6
which is categorized according to its enclosing walls. The diagrams are as follows:
1. Flat Roof Mosque (M1, M2, M3)
2. Single Dome Mosque: Semi-circular (M4, M5, M6); bulbous (M7, M8, M9)
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3. Double Dome Mosque (M10)
4. Triple Dome Mosque (M11, M12, M13,
5. Non-domical Roof Mosque (M14)
6. Mosque within enclosure (M15)
7. Miscellaneous (M16)
Usun Tnkel argues that Nasuh has reduced the mosque into two types, flat roof
and covered with a dome, both of which have a single minaret. However, we observe that
there are mosques with a pitched roof or vault superstructure. There are also several
mosques with more than one minaret.
Flat Roof Mosque
The flat roof mosque is the most frequently used mosque type in Beyan-- Menazil. It
is seen at almost every stage of the campaign, except between folios 49a-63a in Iraq and
74b-91b in Iran. Mosques of this type can be observed in dense clusters between folios 15b-
22a in Anatolia around Konya and Erzincan, 25b-28a in Iran around Tabriz, 43b-48a in
Baghdad, 63b-68a in Iraq around Kale-i Enhare and Mahruse-i Hille, in 100a in Bitlis, and
between folios 104a-109b around Aleppo, Adana, and Eskisehir. (Table 23)
We see that this type of mosque is observed in every level of settlement, from the
most developed to the least. However, we do not see a flat roof mosque in the depiction of
Istanbul, which will be explained in the following section on correspondence. None of these
fifty-six flat roof mosque illustrations are depicted in exactly the same way. (Table 7, 8, 9)
Each image has slight variations, which can be classified into three general types:
Ml: Flat roof / single minaret / rectangular base
M2: Flat roof / single minaret / rectangular base / with an arcade
M3: Flat roof / double minaret / rectangular base
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Flat Roof Mosque
Ml: Flat Roof/Single Minaret
15a
Kala-i Kutahya 17aKala-i Konya
A
17a
Kala-i Konya
18a 18a
Kala-i * Kala-i *
22a 25b
Erzincan Kala-i Ercis
L~I~
31a 36b
Kasaba-i Zengan Sahan Kala
48a
Baghdad
48a
Baghdad
18b
Develukarahisar
26b
Hoy
43b
Elvendiye
48a
Baghdad
Table. 7
17a
Kala-i Konya
1 7a
17b
Akcasar
19a
Kislasehir
27b
Tebriz
18a
Kala-i *
20b
Kochisar
27b
Tebriz
47b
Baghdad
48a
Baghdad
47b
Baghdad
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Flat Roof Mosque
Ml: Flat Roof/Single Minaret
67a 67b
me-i Imam Ali Kala-i Enhare Mahruse-i Hille
100a 105b 105Biths Halep Hal
106a 108bHalep Adana
Table.7
b
ep
109b
Eskisehir
73b
Kasaba-i Tavuk65aTemin
1 00a
Bitlis
105b
Halep
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Flat Roof Mosque
M2: Flat Roof/With an Arcade
65a
Tetmimme-i Imam Ali
65a
Tetimme-i Imam Ali
67b
Mahruse-i Hille
105b
Halep
27b1
Tebriz 47bBaghdad
1 00a
Bitlis
105a
Mercidabik
105b
Halep
108b
Adana
Table. 8
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Flat Roof Mosque
M3: With Saw-tooth Corniche/ Double Minaret
Table. 9
Single Dome Mosque:
In Beyan-z Menazil, single domed mosques have two distinct forms. One of them
uses a semi-circular dome (M3, M4, M5) and the other uses a bulbous dome (M5, M6, M7).
Based on the local characteristics of these two types, I will be analyzing them separately.
Semi-circular Dome Mosque:
Semi-circular type is observed in twenty-eight illustrations. Eighteen of them are
observed in Anatolia, mostly between folios 13b-14b, 15a-16b, 18b, and 108b-109b. In
Iran, they are observed only in folios 27b-28a, Tabriz and in 87b, Gundelen. In Iraq, semi-
circular domes are seen in folios 47b-48a in Baghdad. (Table 23)
This type of mosque is not observed in Iran and Iraq, other than in two exceptional
cases. The twenty-eight examples can be categorized into three sub-types:
20a 22a
Kala-i Sivas Erzincan
22a
Erzincan
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M4: Single dome / single minaret / rectangular base
M5: Single dome / single minaret / rectangular base / with arcade
M6: Single dome / double minaret / rectangular base
Among these three types, only M4 is observed in the majority of the urban
settlement levels. M5 is shown only in level six, the most advanced level of settlements.
M6 is seen both in the most and less developed settlements. (Table 10, 11, 12)
Bulbous Dome Mosque: (M7, M8, M9)
There are twenty single minaret bulbous dome depictions. These mosques are
concentrated in Iran between folios 30b-31b-32a and 40b-41b. In Iraq, they are
concentrated in 60a, and 67b-68a. In Anatolia, we see this type of mosque only in three
exceptional places, Erzurum, Kara Amid (Diyarbakir), and Bitlis, which have been
influenced by the architectural style of surrounding regions. (Table 23) The limited
geographic distribution of this type of mosque attests to the care that Nasuh took to depict
the local heterogeneity of architectural style. (Table 13, 14, 15) This mosque type can be
divided into the following sub-categories:
M7: Single dome / single minaret / rectangular base
M8: Single dome / single minaret / hexagonal base
M9: Single dome / double minaret / rectangular base
Double Dome Mosque: (M10)
This mosque type is observed in four places: in folios 15b (Kutahya) in Anatolia;
37a (Kala-i Ebher) in Iran; 52b; and 53a in Iraq around Baghdad. (Table 16)
Triple Dome Mosque: (M11, M12, M13)
There are eight mosques which have triple domes. The examples from Tabriz (27b-
28a) and Kala-i Enhare (67a) use semi-circular domes, whereas the rest of the mosques use
bulbous domes. This mosque type is not depicted in Anatolia. In Iran, we see triple-
domed mosques in folios 27b-28a in Tabriz, and in Iraq in folios 43b, 44a, 49a, 52b, 53a,
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Single Dome
M4: Semi-circular Dome/Single Minaret
13b 13b 13b 14b
Izmit Izmit Izmit Kala-i 12
INI
14b 15b 15a 15a
Kala-i Iznik Kala-i Kutahya Inonu Bozuyuk
15b 16b 18b 28a
Kala-i Kutahya lgun Incekara Koprsu Tebriz
47b 47b 87b 102a
Baghdad Baghdad Gundogan Kara Ami
Table. 10
nik
d
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Single Dome Mosque
M4: Semi-circular Dome/Single Minaret
105a 109a
Mercidabik Seyidgazi
131
108b
Adana
Table. 10
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Single Dome Mosque
M5:Semi-circular Dome/With an arcade
102a
Kara Amid
102a 109b
Kara Amid Eskisehir
Table. 11
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Single Dome Mosque
M6: Semi-circular Dome /Two minarets
18b 20a
Kala-i Kayseriyye Kala-i Sivas
28a
Tebriz
Table. 12
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Single Dome
M7: Bulbous Dome/Single Minaret
a
30b
Kaplaniye
41 a
Kala-i Dilaver
31 a
Kasaba-i Zengan
41 a
Kala-i Dilaver
40b
Kasaba-i Sadava
42b
Kasaba-i Hanekiyye
73a
Kasaba-i Tavuk
102a
Kara Amid
102a
Kara Amid
Table. 13
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M8: Single
Single Dome
Bulbous Dome/Octagonal Base
65a 67b
Tetmimme-i Ali Mahruse-i Hille
68a
Mahruse-i Hille
101a 56b
Veys el Karani Hazret-i Sultan Cumama
Table. 14
64b
Imam-i Ali
- - -a. 4 V - I
23b
Erzincan
74b
Altun
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Single Dome
M9: Single Bulbous Dome/Two Minarets
23b 23b 26b
Erzincan Erzincan Hoy
~rn r
89b
Kopru Kasaba-i Derguza
Table. 15
n
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Double Dome Mosque
M10: Double Dome/Single Minaret
15b
Kala-i Kutahya
37a
Kala-i Ebher
52b
Hazret-i Nebi Yusa b.Nun
53a
Imam Huseyin b. Aliyyul- Askeri
Table. 16
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Triple Dome Mosque
M11: Triple Dome/Single Minaret
44a
Seyh Mekarim
54b
Hazret-i Seyh Ebul Mekarim
63a
Temimme-i Imam Huseyin
67a
Kala-i Enhare
Table. 17
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Triple Dome Mosque
M12: Triple Dome/Double Minaret
27b
Tebriz
43b
Elvendiye
Table. 18
49a
Hazret-i Seyh Abdulkadir Gilani
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Triple Dome Mosque
M13: Triple Dome/Four Minaret
Table. 19
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Non Domical Mosque
M14: Pitched Roof
14b
Albiyik
89b
Kasaba-i Derguzan
Table. 20
28a
Tebriz
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Mosque Within Enclosure
M15:Within an Enclosure
I
4
17a
Hz. Meviana
32a
Sultaniye
Table. 21
13b
Izmit
20a
Kala-i Sivas
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Miscellaneous Mosque
M16: Miscellaneous
57a
Ali b. Huseyin Zeyneil Abidin
Table. 22
31 b
Sultaniye
64b
lmam-i Ali
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E E
0 U 0 C
.!= 0 nE i
Folio Name L ( a w *L Location
8b Istanbul
9a Galata-Eyup-Uskudar__ -- - - - -
9b Maltepe - - - -
10a Kissahan Koprusu- -- -- M
12b Gebze M15
13a Kama-i Hereke ___ -m1m
13b Izmit 1 3M4 M15
14a Delbend-i Kaziki _
____Dikilitas__
14b Kala-ilIznik 2M4 -- - - -
Yebisehir
Aliyik IM14__ __ -
15a Zincirlikuyu _ __ _
Debend-i Ermeni____
____BozuYuk __M4______ __
lnonu ____M4____
15b Iica I_ _
Kala-i Kutahya Ml -52M4 -M10 _ _ _
Cakirsaz- --- - -- - -
16a Arkit Koprusu- M4 -- _- - -
16b Ilgun M4 - _ - _ _
Pinarbasi____
__ _Hatun Cayiri_ --
1 7a Germuk Beli______
____Kala-i Konya 4M1
__ _Hz. Mevlana - - - - M15_ _ _ _
17b Karapinar- - - - - - -
Akcasar Ml
____Duden Golu____
18. Aku=vm mm mm mm mm m
i~a kuyk - - - - - -- - Anatolia
Kala-i *3M1 _ _ _
18b Develukarahisar Ml 24
ncekara5 koprsu -_mMmm- -
Kala-i KAyseriyye M6.- --
19a Cubukova
_ _ _Kislasehir Mi _ -- _ _
19b Puskullu
Latif Golu__
2a Danismanhi - 6 - - - - - _
2a Kala-i Sivas M6_M15
20b Kochisar Ml M3 - _____
Kazli Gou(uu Hasan)
21a. Sultan Cimeni der mukabele-i koylu his ir- _ ______ ______
____Ceribasi Koyu kurbunde Azimn Cayiri - __-
21b Kae-i Baru Guus Tekin
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Kabakluca ova (Aktepe)
Yassi Cimen
Karaviran
22a Erzincan M1 2M3
22b Cubuk Bogaz
Debend-i Subha Han
23a Tercan-i Gecip Kala-i Huban
Mamahatun
Cinis
23b Ilica-i Erzurum
Erzurumu gecip Bogaz 
____3M9
Pasin Ovasi
24a Coban Koprusu
Debend-i Alagoz
Kiziar kalesi
24b Aydin Beyli
Hazir Tabi
Ser Ab-i Kur
25a Hamit Kale
Canak 
-Anatolia
Cakirbeyli 
__ _ _
25b Karye-i Agi
Kala-i Ercis Ml
Bendimahi 717
26b Ducuma derbend-i asip Karadere agzi
Segmen ova 
- -__
____Dested Beyi asip Hoy IMl 
___ M9 ____
27a Girdemniseyi asip Hatun Saray
Sufyan Iran
27b-28a Tebnz 6M1 M2 4M4 MG M12 M14
29b Sadabad
30a Ucan
Han-i Abbas__
Turkmen Kenti
30b Karanucay ( Karatepe)
____Miyane__
Kaplanive M7 ____ 
_
31a Sercehan
Han-i Nikbay
Kasaba-i Zengan Ml M71 
___ 
_ ____
31b-32a Sultaniye 
___ M16
36b SahanMKala 1i
37a Kasaba-i Ebher M10
Zaviyeyi Parsiyan
37b Ab-i Germ
Derbend-i Karkan
Karye-i Hemyan
38a Kasaba-i derguzin
____Karye-i Sazin______
____Lalin cemen der mukabelei Hemedan
38b Sehri Hamedan
____Kasaba-i Sadava 1- M7 L -
- -____
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41a Derbend-i Sungur
Kasaba-i Dinever
Kale-i Dilaver I 2M7
41 b Ravzen suyun gecip Hz. Veysel el Kara i
Maides 1 1_1 Iran
Karamelik misesi (Ruhsan Ca
42a Debend asi Semsi Alemdar
Gulhuz derbendin asip Sofbulak Oluk Yala i -
Kala-i Sahin ber kuh-i Hamrin
42b Kala-i Yeni Imam Su u A
Kasri Sirin
Kasaba-i Haneki e M7
43a Ab-i simran Tokuz Olum Iraq
Kosk-i Se lan
Ova-i Berdan
43b Ab-i Narin
Ka e-i Servin Tasko ru
Elvendi e M1 M12
44a Se h Mekarim M11
Hz. Imam-i Azam
47b-48a Mahruse-i Ba dat 6M1 M2 1M4 M15
49a Hazret-i Seyh Abdulkadir Gilani M12 Ira
52b Hazret-i Nebi Yusa b. Nun M10
53a Imam Huseyin b. Aliyyul-Askeri M10
54b Hazret-i Seyh Ebul Mekarim M11
56b Hazret-i Sultan Cumcuma
57a Ali b. Huseyin Zeynel Abidin M16
60a Hz. Isa b. Meryem M13
61b Kalacik M8
Han-i Beriz
62a Karye-i Museyyeb
Kale-i Museyyeb
62b Imam-i Huseyin
63a Temimme-i Imam Huseyin M11
63b Beriyye-i NEcef
64a Bahr-i Necef
64b Imam-i Ali _M8 M16
65a Temimme-i Imam-i Ali M1 2M2 M8
65b Sehri Kufe
66a Beriyye-i Kufe
66b ZUI Kifl Nebi
67a Kala-i Enhare M1 M2 M11
67b-68a Mahruse-i Hille 2M8
68b Han-i Beriz
69a Kal-i Berrani
72a A olum
Dahle (Yenice)
Hadd-i Saikb
72b Batt
Bend-i Batt (Seyh Mezid)
Gelin Eyvani (Turbe-i Leyla)
73a Se h Muhsin Ar a Te esi Iraq
Kasaba-i tavuk 7 M7 I I I
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Sulukan __ _ _
73b Leylan
Kala-i Kerkuk kurbunda M1
Der Ser-i Ab
74a Goktepe -- -I_- - - - - - - -
74b-75a Altunkopru - - M9__ - - - - -
75a Altunkopru
87a Bostan
e7b ___ ___ Iran
Kale Benesuyi kurbunde Karye-i Demir Iran
Han gedigun asip Gundelen M4
88a Han-i Abbas
Han-i Hammal
Turkmen Kenti gecip Karatep_
88b Kasaba-i Miyane
Kaplaniyeyi gecip Kizil Ozendi
Han-i Sercem
89a Bassiz Kumbed
89b Kasaba-i Derguzan M9 M14 Iran
90a Tetimme-i Derguzin Bagce-i Derguzun
91 b Karye-i Hemyan
Han-i Atabek
Han-i Kizil Ribat
99a Ayn-i Tatvan
99b Guzelcedere Koprusu
Guzelcedere
100a Bitlis 2M1 M2
1 00b Cisr-i Derbend
Cisr-i Derec
Cisr-i Kinikdar Anatolia
101a Cisr-i Mezre'a
Cisr-i Duhan
Veys el Karani M8
101b Ab-i erzin
Ab-i Besiri
Salane Cayiri der mukabele-i coltepe
102a Kara Amid (citadel) M4 2M5 2M7
104a Karacatag zeyunde Kizilte pe
104b Karacadagi asip Akpinar
Kocagoz Tepesi Syria
Cullab
105a Karye-i Cil Halit
Mercidabik M2 M4
Makami Davud
105b-1 0Halep 4M1 M2 -
107b Gol-i Avam
Asi suyu koprusu
108a Karanu kapi asip Arikova Anatolia
108b Adana M1 M2 M4
109a Seyidgazi M4
109b Eskisehir 1MM M5
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54b, 62b, and 66b. We observe that this mosque type is not used after the depiction of
Mahruse-i Hille. (Table 17, 18, 19)
Non-Domical Mosque: (M14)
The non-domical mosque, which features a pitched roof superstructure, is observed
in only three places: in Anatolia in 14b (Albiyik), in 27b-28a (Tabriz), and in 89b
(Derguzan). (Table 20)
Mosque within Enclosure: (M15)
There are four mosques of this type in Beyan-z Menazil, mostly in Anatolia. The other
example is seen in Iran. In fact, this type of mosque can be called a building complex,
kulliye. These structures are observed in Anatolia in folios 12b (Gebze), 13b (Izmit), 17a
(Hz. Mevlana), and 20a (Kala-i Sivas). The example from Iran is depicted in folio 31b-32a
(Sultaniye). (Table 21)
Miscellaneous Mosques: (M16)
There are four illustrations which are not grouped under the classifications above.
These are located in Iraq and they depict graves inside the buildings. Therefore, I am not
certain whether or not to classify them as mosques, as they may be tombs. (Table 22)
HAMAMS
Hamams are identified by a structure with two bays, one for the entrance and one
for the bath section. The bath section is covered with domes of varying numbers. Hamams
can be classified into four main types, which appear in twelve sub-categories in Beyan-i
Menazil. The classification is based on the shape of the entrance bay and the number of
domes on the bath section. The diagrams are classified as follows.
Single Dome Hamam
H1 : Entrance Pitched Roof
Single domed hamam with a pitched roof entrances can be seen in folios 14b on the
way to Baghdad, and in folio 109b on the way back to Istanbul in Anatolia. (Table 36)
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Hi: Hamams with Single Dome
Table. 24
Hamam H1-109b is located on a river, and its hamam section is depicted with tiles. The
entrance appears to be a canopy. However in H1-14b, we see that the entrance is a
building. (Table 24)
Double Dome Hamam
Hamams with double domes are generally observed in Iraq and Syria, the one
exception being in Anatolia. (Table 36)
H2: Entrance Flat Roof
Double-domed hamams with flat roof entrances are observed in folios 36b, and 38b
in Iran on the way to Baghdad. They are also observed on the way back to Istanbul in folio
66b in Iraq and in folio 100a in Anatolia. The entrance to H2-66b is depicted in 3-
dimensional view. Hamams of this type are depicted in a variety of sizes. (Table 25)
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H3: Water Tank above the Entrance
A hamam with a water tank above the entrance is observed in folio 62a in Iraq.
Depicting a water tank above the building may imply a lack of water resources of the area.
(Table 26)
H4: Entrance Pitched Roof
This hamam type is depicted with a double dome roof, and its entrance building
has a pitched roof. The hamam section is depicted with tile work. The sole example of this
hamam type is observed in folio 109b in Anatolia. This hamam, H1-109b is depicted on
the river. (Table 27)
Triple Dome Hamam Diagrams
H5: Entrance with Dome
Triple dome hamams are the most common type in Beyan-i Menazil. Hamam type
H5 depicts both the entrance and the hamam section covered with domes. We see all of the
examples of this type located in Anatolia in folios, 14b, 100a, 108b, and 109b. (Table 28)
H6: Entrance with Water Tank
Triple-domed hamams with water tanks over the entrances are observed in folio 15b
in Anatolia, 67b in Iraq, and 105b in Syria. (Table 29)
H7: Entrance Flat Roof
Triple-domed hamams with flat roofed entrances are seen in folios 17a (Kala-i
Konya), 18a (Akuyuk), and 108b (Adana) in Anatolia; in folios 63a (Tetimme-i Imam
Huseyin), 67a (Kala-i Enhare), and 74b (Altunkopru) in Iraq; and in 105b (Aleppo) in
Syria. The entrances to hamams H7-67a and H7-47b, which are in Iraq, are depicted in
3-dimension. (Table 30)
H8: Entrance with Lantern
Triple-domed hamams with entrances with lanterns are seen in folio 32a (Tabriz) in
Iran, in 68a (Mahruse-i Hille) in Iraq, and in 102a (Kara Amid) in Anatolia. (Table 31)
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Double Dome Hamam Types
H2: Flat Roof H3: With Water Tank H4: Pitched Roof
36b
Sahan Kala
..
38b
Sehri Hamedan
66b
Zul Kifl Nebi
1 00a
Bitlis
T
62a
Kala-i Museyyeb
Table. 25, 26, 27
109b
Eskisehir
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Triple Dome Hamam Types
H5: With a Dome H6: With Water Tank
14b
Kala-i Iznik
1 00a
Bitlis
108b
Adana
109b
Anatolia
I.
15b
Kala-i Kutahya
67b
Mahruse-i Hille
105b1
Aleppo
105b2
Aleppo
Table. 28, 29
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Triple Dome Hamam Types
H7: Flat Roof
1 7a1
Hz. Meviana
17a2
Kala-i Konya
18a1
Akuyuk
18a2
Kala-i *
63a
Imam Huseyin
I. S U
67a
Kala-i Enhare
74b
Antunkopru
H8: With a Lantern H9: Pitched Roof
Table. 30, 31, 32
105b1
Aleppo
105b2
Aleppo
108b
Adana
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H9: Entrance Pitched Roof
The sole example of a triple-domed hamam with a pitched roof entrance is seen in
Anatolia in folio 13b, Izmit. (Table 32)
Multiple Dome Hamam Diagrams
H1O: Flat Roof + Lantern
A multiple-domed hamam with a flat roof and lantern is observed in folio 65a
(Tetimme-i Imam Ali) in Iraq. The entrance building is depicted in 3-dimension. (Table 33)
H11: Flat roof
A multiple-domed hamam with a flat roof is observed in folio 106a (Aleppo) in
Syria. This diagram depicts the entrance section of the building with a courtyard and a
fountain in the center. (Table 34)
H12: Dome + lantern
A multiple-domed hamam with a dome and lantern can be observed in folio 109a
(Seyidgazi) in Anatolia. (Table 35)
There are thirty-three depictions of hamams in Beyan-i Menazil. (Table 36) Of these
thirty-three illustrations, eighteen are located in level six , the most developed settlements,
and eleven are located in level five settlements. Thus 88% of the hamams are located in the
most developed settlements (both level six and five). In Anatolia, eighteen hamams are
depicted; in Iran three; in Iraq eight; and in Syria four. We see that pitched roof types, H1,
H4, and H9, represent Anatolian hamams. Another purely Anatolian diagram is H5 which
has a single dome on the entrance and three domes on the sicaklik section. These diagrams
are observed both on the way to Baghdad and on the way back to Istanbul. Hamam type
H7 is observed throughout the campaign. Multiple domed diagrams are observed only on
the way back to Istanbul.
We do not see Hamams in random places, but concentrated in specific locations.
The first concentration is seen in Anatolia between folios 13b-18a, where hamam types H1,
H4, H5, H6, H7, and H9 are depicted. Mosques diagrams M1, M4, and M15 are also seen
in this area. The second concentration of hamams is between folios 31b-32a around Tabriz,
comprising hamam diagrams H2 and H8. Mosques diagrams M9, M10, and M11 are also
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Multiple Dome Hamam Types
H10: With a Lantern H11: Flat Roof H12: With a Dome
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Folio Name Location
8b Istanbul
9a Galata-Eyup-Uskudar -
9b Maltepe
1 Ga Kissahan Koprusu
12b Gebze
13a Kala-i Hereke
13b Izmit B9
14a Debend-i Kazikli Anatolia
Dikilitas
14b Kala-i Iznik B5
Yebisehir
Albiyik B1-
15a Zincirlikuyu
Debend-i Ermeni
Bozuyuk
Inonu
15b llica
Kala-i Kutahya B6
Cakirsaz
16a_ Arkit Koprusu
16b 1lgun
Pinarbasi
Hatun Cayiri
17a Germuk Beli
Kala-i Konya B7
Hz. Mevlana B7
17b Karapinar
Akcasar
Duden Golu
18a Akuyuk B7
*
Kala-i * B7
18b Develukarahisar
Incekara koprusu
Kala-i KAyseriyye
19a Cubukova
*
Kislasehir
19b Puskullu
Latif Golu
Danismanli
20a Kala-i Sivas
20b Kochisar
Kazli Golu (Kuscu Hasan)
21a Sultan Cimeni der mukabele-i koylu hisar
Ceribasi Koyu kurbunde Azim Cayiri
21b Karye-i Baru (Gumus Tekin)
L__ lKabakluca ova (Aktepe) 
-
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Reettional Tplg
Tassi Cimen
Karaviran
22a Erzincan
22b Cubuk Bogaz
Debend-i Subha Han
23a Tercan-i Gecip Kala-i Huban
Mamahatun
Cinis
23b Ilica-i Erzurum
Erzurumu gecip Bogaz
Pasin Ovasi
24a Coban Koprusu
Debend-i Alagoz
Kiziar kalesi
24b Aydin Beyli
Hazir Tabi
Ser Ab-i Kur
25a Hamit Kale
Canak
Cakirbeyli
25b Karye-i Agi
Kala-i Ercis
Bendimahi
26b Ducuma derbend-i asip Karadere agzi
Segmen ova
Dested Beyi asip Hoy II
27a Girdemiseyi asip Hatun Saray
Sufyan Iran
27b-28a Tebriz
29b Sadabad
30a Ucan
Han-i Abbas
Turkmen Kenti
30b Karanucay ( Karatepe)
Miyane
Kaplaniye 
__
31a Sercehan
Han-i Nikbay
Kasaba-i Zengan 
--
31b-31a Sultaniye
36b Sahan Kala B2
37a Kasaba-i Ebher
Zaviyeyi Parsiyan
37b Ab-i Germ
Derbend-i Karkan
Karye-i Hemyan
38a Kasaba-i derguzin
Karye-i Sazin
Lalin cemen der mukabelei Hemedan
38b Sehri Hamedan 1 B2 1 
-
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40b Aramend
Kasaba-i Sadava
41a Derbend-i Sungur
Kasaba-i Dinever
Kale-i Dilaver
41b Ravzen suyun gecip Hz. Veysel el Karani
Maides | |
Karamelik misesi (Ruhsan Cay) Iran
42a Debend asip Semsi Alemdar
Gulhuz derbendin asip Sofbulak (Oluk Yaylagi)
Kala-i Sahin ber kuh-i Hamrin
42b Kala-i Yeni Imam Suyt
Kasri Sirin A
Kasaba-i Hanekiyye
43a Ab-i simran (Tokuz Olum) Iraq
Kosk-i Seylan
Ova-i Berdan
43b Ab-i Narin
Karye-i Servin (Tasko ru)
Elvendiye_
44a Seyh Mekarim
Hz. Imam-i Azam
47b-48a Mahruse-i Bagdat
49a Hazret-i Seyh Abdulkadir Gilani
61b Kalacik
Han-i Beriz
62a Karye-i Museyyeb
Kale-i Museyyeb B3
62b Imam-i Huseyin
63a Temimme-i Imam Hus yin B7
63b Beriyye-i NEcef
64a Bahr-i Necef
64b Imam-i Ali
65a Temimme-i Imam-i Ali B10
65b Sehri Kufe
66a Beriyye-i Kufe
66b ZUI KifI Nebi B2
67a Kala-i Enhare B7
67b-68a Mahruse-i Hille B6 B8
68b Han-i Beriz
69a Kal-i Berrani
72a Akyolum_
Dahle (Yenice)
Hadd-i Saikb
72b Batt
Bend-i Baft (Seyh Mezid) 76 - -_-
Gelin Eyvani (Turbe-i Leyla)
73a Seyh Muhsin (Arpa Tepesi) Iraq
Kasaba-i tavuk
_Sulukan
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73b Leylan I 
__ 
_ _
Kala-i Kerkuk kurbunda Kizil kosk __ _ ____
_____Der Ser-i Ab
74a Goktepe
74b-75a Altunkopru B7
75a Altunkopru
87a Bostan
87b Derbend-i asip Kala-i Yengan
Kale Benesuyi kurbunde Karye-i Demirci Iran
Han gedigun asip Gundelen
88a Han-i Abbas
Han-i Hammal
Turkmen Kenti gecip Karatepe
88b Kasaba-i Miyane I
Kaplaniyeyi gecip Kizil Ozendi
Han-i Sercem
89a Bassiz Kumbed
89b Kasaba-i Derguzan Iran
90a Tetimme-i Derguzin Ba ce-i Derguzun
91 b Karye-i Hemyan
Han-i Atabek
Han-i Kizil Ribat
99a Ayn-i Tatvan A
99b Guzelcedere Koprusu
Guzelcedere
100a Bitlis B2 - 5
1 00b Cisr-i Derbend
Cisr-i Derec
Cisr-i Kinikdar
101a Cisr-i Mezre'a Anatolia
Cisr-i Duhan
Veys el Karani
101b Ab-i erzin
Ab-i Besiri
Salane Cayiri der mukabele-i coltepe_
102a Kara Amid 88 I_ _
104a Karacatag zeyunde Kiziltepe A
104b Karacadagi asip Akpinar
Kocagoz Tepesi
Cullab Syria
105a Karye-i Cil Halit
Mercidabik
Makami Davud
105b-106a Halep 286 287 811 I _
107b Gol-i Avam
Asi suyu koprusu
108a Karanu kapi asip Arikova
108b Adana 85 B7 Anatolia
109a Seyidgazi B12
109b Eskisehir B1 B4 85 L
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seen in this area. The third concentration is observed between folios 61b-68a where we
observe hamam diagrams H1, H4, H5, H6, H7, and H9. Mosque diagrams M1, M2, M8,
M11, and M16 are also seen in this area. We see a single hamam in folio 74-b-75a from
diagram H7, together with a single mosque from diagram M9.
The last concentration is observed between folios 99b-100a and in folio 109b. Here
we observe hamam diagrams H1, H2, H4, H5, H6, H7, H8, H11, and H12. In the same
area, we also observe mosque types M1, M2, M4, M5, M7, and M8. The only hamam in the
whole manuscript which has not been depicted in the same folio with a mosque is H3-62a
in folios 61b-62a in Iraq.Another interesting feature is that the only hamams that have been
depicted in 3-dimension (although partially) are those in Iraq. Also, most of the hamams
in the manuscript seem to be shown in approximately the same size or scale except
hamams H1-109b, H4-109b, H5-109b, and H12-109a. These hamams are all depicted
with detailed tile work and they are all in Anatolia. Diagrams H3 and H6 are depicted
with a circular object attached to the roof of the entrance building. I have defined these as
water tanks.
TOMBS
There are eighty-two identified tombs throughout the manuscript. Between folios
43b-44a and 61a, where the army spent the winter in Baghdad, as many as 64 tombs are
depicted. Tombs, therefore, form the majority of the identified illustrations. In fact, there
are several other tombs which are not included in this survey because they are not
identified with name tags. (Table 50) These 64 illustrations appear in 13 different
diagrams.
Tomb Diagrams with Dome
Ti: Single Dome / Cylindrical Base
Tombs with single-domes and cylindrical bases are observed between folios 51a and
55b in Iraq. They are observed with together with domical diagrams (T2, T3, T5), conical
diagrams (T6), a mixture of domical and conical diagram (T8), open tomb diagrams
(T11), and diagrams with enclosures (T12) and (T13). In other words no illustration of
type T1 (Single dome/Cylindrical base) has been depicted alone. All of the examples from
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Tombs With Single Dome
T1: Circular Base
0 flO
50a Hz. Seyh
Muhammed Fetavi
52a
Hz. Seyh Zahiruddin
51 a2
Hz. Ebu Umame-i ve
Seyh Remzi Affani
52b
Musa b.Imam-i Caferi'l
Kazim
51 al
Hz. Seyh Avni Mu'in
54a1
Hz. Imam Ebu Yusuf
Sa'duddin
54b2
Maruf-i Kerhi
54b1
Imam Hasani'l
Ekmel
55a1
Hz. Seyh Avni Mu'in
Table. 37
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this group have been depicted in 3-dimension, except for T1-55a which is illustrated in
elevation. There are several variations of representations of this type. The first one depicts
the buildings in 3-dimension showing the cylindrical shape perfectly as seen in tombs T1-
54a1, T1-54H1, T1-54H2, T1-52b, T1-51a2, and T1-52a. The second one represents the
drum in 3-dimension as seen in T1-51al. The third one represents the building in elevation,
as in the T1-55a1. (Table 37)
T2: Single Dome / Octagonal Base
There are seventeen tomb illustrations with single domes and octagonal bases. In
almost every folio between 49b and 60b, we see a tomb illustration of type T2. In folios
57a, 57b, and 58b, we only see tombs of type T2. This diagram is generally used in
combination with all the other types except for type T5. (Table 38)
The domes in this group are not consistent in shape. We see pointed bulbous
domes as in T2-60b and T2-59a and low bulbous domes as in folios T2-57b2, T2-57a, and
T2-56a. The illustrations that have been depicted with bulbous domes are also depicted in
3-dimension. Another distinct shape in domes, the pointed dome, is observed in folios T2-
49b, T2-50a, T2-55a1, T2-54b, T2-52a, T2-55b, T2-55a2, T2-53a, T2-50b, and T2-53b. In
tomb type T2, there are four different uses of in 3-dimension. The first one uses cavalier
perspective in the depiction of the building as a whole. The second one uses single point
perspective showing the base of the building above eye-level. The third use of 3-
dimensional rendering is, again, a single-point perspective, showing the base of the building
below eye-level. The fourth use of the 3-dimensional rendering shows the base of the
building in elevation but the superstructure is viewed with cavalier perspective. The third
diagram of dome shape shows the dome cusped, as in illustrations T2-58b and T2-57H1,
which depict the bases of the buildings in cavalier perspective. (Table 38)
T3: Single Dome / Quadrilateral Base
There are five illustrations of single-dome tombs with quadrilateral bases: T3-50,
T3-53a1, T3-53a2, T3-55b, and T3-50b. This type is observed in the first half of the visits
around Baghdad, between folios 50a and 55b. These illustrations are only observed
together with types T1 and T2. The representational language used in this type is the same
57a
Ali b. Huseyin Ze
50a
Seyh Muhamn
56a
Hz. Seyh Sa
Surhami
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T2: Polygonal Base
57b1 4
yne'l Abidin Imam-i Cafer b. Im
Muhammeddi's Sadik
55a1 54b
edu'n Numani Seyh Ebu Bahsi Nuri Sey
id 52a 55b
Hz. Seyyid Ibrahim Cirki
Table. 38
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T2: Polygonal Base
57b2
Ali. Hz. Abbas
57b
Muhammedui'l Hasan
58b
Hz. Nebiyullah Adem
59a
Nebiyullah Nuh
56a
Seyh Huzeyfe-i Yemani
60b
Hz. Yunusu'n Nebi
Table. 38
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el-Imam Muhammed b.
Aliyyul'I-Cevad
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Tombs with Single Dome
T3: Quadrilateral Base
50b
Hz. S
55a 55b
Seyh Cuneyd-i Baghdadi
I-fl'
eyh Burhaneddin
oo
Hz. Hallac-i Mansur
Table. 39
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in all five examples - viewed from elevation. A vertical line in the eve, is used to represent
the quadrilateral base. (Table 39)
T4: Double Dome / Quadrilateral Base
Double-domed tombs with quadrilateral bases are only observed in folio 58a
together with type T9. These tombs are viewed from elevation. (Table 40)
T5: Triple Dome / Quadrilateral Base
Triple-domed tombs with quadrilateral bases are observed in folios 49b, 52a, 56b,
and 61a. Tombs of this type are seen at equal intervals throughout Baghdad. The
illustration in folio 61a is depicted alone. Others have been depicted together with other
types of tombs such as T1, T2, T6, T11, T12, and T13. In two of the illustrations, the
center dome is given prominence. Three of the illustrations, T5-49b, T5-52a, and T5-61a,
have been depicted in elevation. The fourth illustration in this group shows the base of the
tomb in cavalier perspective. However, we are unable to determine whether this illustration
has three domes or not due to the immature use of 3-dimension. (Table 41)
Tomb Types with Non-domical Superstructure
T6: Conical Roof / Cylindrical Base
Conical roof tombs with cylindrical bases are observed in the first half of the stay in
Baghdad. They are depicted together with tomb types T1, T2, T3, T5, T11, and T12. All
of the illustrations T6-49b, T6-53b, T6-54b, T6-55a, and T6-55b, are depicted in elevation.
(Table 42)
T7: Conical Roof / Rectangular Base
The sole example of a conical roof tomb with a rectangular base is observed in folio
51b. It co-exists with diagram T12 and is represented in elevation. (Table 43)
T8: Mixture of Dome and Conical / Quadrilateral Base
This tomb type is observed only in folio 54a. It co-exists with diagrams T1 and T12
and it is represented in elevation. (Table 44)
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T4: Tombs with Double Dome
T5: Tombs with Triple Dome
Table. 40, 41
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T6: Cylindrical Base
a
A
LIUJ
49b
Seyh Sihabuddin
Suhreverdi
53b
Hz. Ebu Hanife
54b
Seyh Seriyyi's Sakati
55a
Hz. Seyh
Kameruddin
Tombs with Conical Superstructures
T7: Cubical Base
Table. 42, 43
N
55b
Hz. Behlul
Divane
51b
Hemden-i Veli
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T8: Tombs with Mixture of Dome and Conical Roof
T9: Tombs with Muqarnas Roof
Table. 44, 45
54a
Hz. Lokman
58a
Hz. Hurri's Sehid
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T9: Muqarnas Roof / Polygonal Base
A tomb with a muqamas roof and polygonal base is observed only in folio 58a. The
base of the structure is drawn in single point perspective. (Table 45)
T10: Mixture of Dome and Muqarnas
I am not certain whether this illustration is a superimposition of buildings with
dome superstructures over buildings with muqarnas superstructures or a depiction of
separate buildings. This illustration is seen in folio 59b together with tomb type T12. The
two muqarnas buildings, as well as the center buildings, are represented in elevation. On
the other hand, the two smaller polygonal structures on each side are represented in single
point perspective. (Table 46)
T11: Open Tombs
The two examples of open tombs are found in folios 51a and 49b. T11-51a has a
conical superstructure and T11-49b has a single dome. Open tombs are observed only in
the beginning stages of the stay in Baghdad together with tomb types T1, T2, T5 and T6.
They are represented in elevation. (Table 47)
T12: Within Enclosure
Tombs within an enclosure are observed in folios 51a, 51b, 53b, 54a, 56a, 56b, 59b,
60a, and 60b. (Table 50) In other words, they are observed at almost every stage of the stay
in Baghdad. Four different representation techniques are used to depict this type of tomb.
In illustrations T12-60a and T12-59b, cavalier perspective is used. In illustrations T12-
51b, T12-60b, T12-56a, and T12-56b, only the plane on top of the surrounding walls has
been depicted in cavalier perspective. In illustrations T12-53b, T12-51a, and T12-54a, the
surrounding wall is depicted in single point perspective. At the same time, however, the
main structure is depicted in three different views. In T12-54a it is elevation; in T12-51a, it
is seen in single point perspective looking from top to bottom; and in T12-53b, the single
point perspective looks from bottom to top.
Of these ten illustrations, only T12-56b has specific features - an entrance on the
side. Its superstructure is depicted in the shape of a flame, a common characteristic of
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T10: Tombs with Mixture of Dome and Muqarnas
T11: Open Tombs
51 a
Seyh Seyhan
49b
Seyh Ebu Necibi'ddin
Suhreverdi
Table. 46, 47
50b
Hz. Seyh Ebu'l-Ve
Zuhhadi
54a
Seyyid Necmudd
59b
Hz. Musa b. Imran
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51b 5
rd Sitti Hediye bintu Abdillahi'l- In
Huseyin b. Ali ibn Ebi Talib M
in 56b 56
Hz. Seyh Ebu'l Fazayil Hz
60a 60b
Hz. Isa b. Meryem Hz. M
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54b
Seyh lbrahimu'l-Efzal
56a
Hz. Seyh Ebu'I Fazayil
51a
Seyh Ibrahim
Table. 49
Iranian painting. It is unclear what the equivalent of this flame would be in built form,
however. (Table 48)
T13: Miscellaneous Tombs
Classification T13 consists of miscellaneous illustrations that could not be classified
according to any of the types mentioned above. (Table 49)
All of the tombs in this classification can be linked to a period when the campaign
stopped in Baghdad for the winter. These tombs are not geographically distributed. The
only distinctive feature of these tombs is the use of 3-dimension which I will discuss in a
later section on the use of 3-dimensional rendering.
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Foo Name -1 Il2||3|l4Il 6|l/IT9 |T11112
49a Hazret Seyh Abdulkadir Gilani I
49b Imam Muhammed Gazali T2, -
_ Seyh Sihabuddin Suhreverdi T6
_ Seyh Ebu Necibi'd-din Suhreverdi T5
50a Hazret Seyh Siracuddin T3
Seyh Muhamedu'n Numani T2
Hazret-i Seyh Muhammed Fetavi T1I
50b Hazret-i Seyh Ebu'l-Verd Zuhhadi T12
Hazret Seyh Burhaneddin T3
_ Seyh Fazlun Abid T2
51a Seyh ibrahim 1i2
Seyh Sehyan ve Kilicarslan ve sa'adet nisab Comerd Kass T1 Ti1
Haret-i Ebu Umame-i ve Seyh Remzi Aff ani T1
51W bHemden-i Vei, Kanber-i Ali I T41 T7
jSitti Kulsum bintu Eseduiah-i'i Galib Ti
Sitti HEdiye bintu Abdillahi'I-Huseyin b.Ai i mb Ebi Talib T12
5a Nazim ummu Musa-i Kazim T5
__Hazret-i Seyyid Ibrahim
___Hazret-i Seyh Zahiruddin Ti1
52b IHazret-i Nebi Yusa b.Nun
Musa b.Tmam-i Caferi'T Kazim Ti
53a el-imam Muhammed b.Ai u'i-Cevad IT3- K -- - - -
___el-imam All b. Muhammedi'i-Hadi'l Emin -T2----
Imam (Huseyin)b. Aliyu'l-Askei jT3 -
53b iHazret-i Imam Ebu Hanite T2 T6
Imam Ahmed b.Muhammed b.Hanbei [ {iT12
54a Hazret-i Imam Ebu Yusuf Sa'duddin Ti 1
__Hazret-i Lokman I - 8
Hazret-i Seyyid Necmuddin - T12
54b Hazret-i Seyb Ebu'i-Mekarim 111zz -- If
Seyh ibrahimu'i-Efzal Imam Hasani'l-Ekmel Ti I_ T121
Seyh Omer-i Kimani ye Seyh Seriyyi's-Sakati ye Maruf-i Ke Ti T2 1 T6
55a Hasan-i Belhi ,e Seyh Cuneyd-i Bagdadi ye Davud TayT7 T2
Hazret- Sey Kameruddin ye Hazreti Seyh Avn-i in T1 T3 jT6 - -
Seyh Ebu Bahs-i Nun ye Seyh Sibli-i Mansuri Ti T2T12
55b Cami (ul-hakika) ye 'I ibane Hazret-i Behlul-i Divane - 1jT61 I
__Cirkin Abdal 'T2 -- I
52a Sehid-i mareke-i Rabb-i Gafur Hazret-i HaTlac-i Mansur T3
56a Hazret-i Seyh Said Surhami T2
jHazret-i Seyhn- ZahrddinTT1
b SeyH Huzeyfe-i Yemani N
56b Muhammelu'l Mehdi ' l
Hazret-i Seyh Ebu'l-Fazayil TT3
53b Hazret-i Sultan Cumcuma T2
57a IEb' Abduiiahi'i-Huseyin
__All b.HuseyinZeyne'i Abidin IT2
57b Imam-i Cater b. Muhammedi's Sadik T2
All Hazret-i Abbas T2
Muhammedi'l Hasan T2
58a JAiyyu'i-Asgar veieydin-i Ebi Abduliah el Huseyin T4
Hazret-i Huri's-sehid T9
58b All b.Ebi Tatib
Hazret-i Nebiyullah Adem T2
59b Hazret-i Nebiyulah Ibrahim T 
__Hazret-i Musa b. lmran T12
60a Hazret-i isa b. Meryem T12
60b Hazret-i Yunusu'n Nebi T2
Hz. Muhammed Mustafa T12iii
Hazret-i Seyh Ata'uilah v tn '
61 a Hazret-i Zu'-Kifi Nebi v5
Table. Tomb Dispersion
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KHANS
We observe khans in folios 15a and 22b in Anatolia, 30a and 31a in Iran, 61b and
68b in Iraq on the way to Istanbul, and 88a and 88b in Iran on the way back to Istanbul.
(Table 51) We do not observe any khan buildings around Baghdad, in Syria, or in Anatolia
on the way back to Istanbul. It is not possible to classify the this building type into sub-
types as I have done for other building types because khans do not show much variation.
Overall there are sixteen khans identified in Beyan-z Menazil. Of these sixteen, five
do not have a corresponding building illustration, although there is an inscription. Of these
five non-illustrated identifications, four are called derbend's and the last one is called a
ribat.1 However, the khan in folio 37b bears a tag reading Derbend-i Karkan, identifying a
group of houses. Derbend has several meanings: a mountain pass, especially a frontier
pass; a fortress commanding a frontier pass; or a guard-house at a pass. Ribat means "a
convent for dervishes; a poor-house; a military station; or a frontier." The use of derbend in
Beyan-z Menazil probably refers to a passage as opposed to a building, particularly in the
military context. All of the depictions of khans resemble fortresses. Some of them are
depicted with towers, and the rest have a secure, massive character, that lacks openings on
the ground floor.
Khans are geographically dispersed throughout the journey. The only dense
clustering of khans is observed in Iran, both on the way to Baghdad and on the way back to
Istanbul. These khans may have been built to shelter the opposing armies during the nights
they spent in enemy territory.
' Derbend and ribat are functional varitions of khans. It is often assumed that buildings bearing
names such as han, caravansary, derbend, and ribat are buildings located along caravan routes to
serve travelers. As seen in the description of ribat and derbend, each of these names carries
numerous slightly different meanings. Apart from serving the needs of the caravans, derbends and
ribats have military and religious uses. These buildings also serve as royal guest houses and they
serve in postal networks as the menzil, or stopping point.
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Folio Name Location
8b Istanbul
9a Galata-Eyup-Uskudar
9b Maltepe
1 0a Kissahan Koprusu
12b Gebze
13a Kala-i Hereke
13b lzmit
14a Debend-i Kazikli
Dikilitas
14b Kala-i Iznik
Yebisehir
Albiyik
15a Zincirlikuyu
Debend-i Ermeni x
Bozuyuk
Inonu
15b llica
Kala-i Kutahya
Cakirsaz
16a Arkit Koprusu
16b lgun
Pinarbasi
Hatun Cayiri x
17a Germuk Beli
Kala-i Konya
Hz. Mevlana
17b Karapinar
Akcasar
Duden Golu
18a Akuyuk x
Kala-i *
18b Develukarahisar
Incekara koprusu
Kala-i KAyseriyye
19a Cubukova
Kislasehir
19b Puskullu
Latif Golu
Danismanli
20a Kala-i Sivas
20b Kochisar
Kazli Golu (Kuscu Hasan)
21a Sultan Cimeni der mukabele-i koylu hisar
Ceribasi Koyu kurbunde Azim Cayiri
21b Karye-i Baru (Gumus Tekin)
Kabakluca ova (Aktepe)
I _ lYassi Cimen
Table 51. Khan Dispersion
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Karaviran
22a Erzincan
22b Cubuk Bogaz x 
-_~-
Debend-i Subha Han
23a Tercan-i Gecip Kala-i Huban ~
Mamahatun x
Cinis
23b llica-i Erzurum
Erzurumu gecip Bogaz
Pasin Ovasi
24a Coban Koprusu 
-
Debend-i Alagoz
Kizlar kalesi
24b Aydin Beyli
Hazir Tabi
Ser Ab-i Kur
25a Hamit Kale
Canak Anatolia
Cakirbeyli
25b Karye-i Agi
Kala-i Ercis
Bendimahi
26b Ducuma derbend-i asip Karadere agzi
Segmen ova
Dested Beyi asip Hoy
27a Girdemiseyi asip Hatun Saray
Sufyan Iran
27b-28a Tebriz
29b Sadabad
30a Ucan
Han-i Abbas
Turkmen Kenti
30b Karanucay ( Karatepe)
Miyane
Kaplaniye
31a Sercehan
Han-i Nikbay x
Kasaba-i Zengan
31 b-31 a Sultaniye
36b Sahan Kala
37a Kasaba-i Ebher
Zaviyeyi Parsiyan
37b Ab-i Germ
Derbend-i Karkan
Karye-i Hemyan
38a Kasaba-i derguzin
Karye-i Sazin
Lalin cemen der mukabelei Hemedan
38b Sehri Hamedan
40b Aramend
Kasaba-i Sadava
Table 51. Khan Dispersion
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41a Derbend-i Sungur
Kasaba-i Dinever
Kale-i Dilaver 
_
41 b Ravzen suyun gecip Hz. Veysel el Karani
Maides Iran
Karamelik misesi (Ruhsan Cay)
42a Debend asip Semsi Alemdar I
Gulhuz derbendin asip Sofbulak (Oluk 'aylagi)
Kala-i Sahin ber kuh-i Hamrin _
42b Kala-i Yeni Imam Suyu
Kasri Sirin
Kasaba-i Hanekiyye
43a Ab-i simran (Tokuz Olum) Iraq
Kosk-i Seylan
Ova-i Berdan
43b Ab-i Narin
Karye-i Servin (Taskopru)
Elvendiye_
44a Seyh Mekarim
Hz. Imam-i Azam_
47b-48a Mahruse-i Bagdat
49a Hazret-i Seyh Abdulkadir Gilani
61b Kalacik
Han-i Beriz x
62a Karye-i Museyyeb
Kale-i Museyyeb
62b Imam-i Huseyin
63a Temimme-i Imam Huseyin
63b Beriyye-i NEcef
64a Bahr-i Necef
64b Imam-i Ali
65a Temimme-i Imam-i Ali
65b Sehri Kufe
66a Beriyye-i Kufe
66b ZUI Kifl Nebi
67a Kala-i Enhare
67b-68a Mahruse-i Hille
68b Han-i Beriz x
69a Kal-i Berrani
72a Akyolum
Dahle (Yenice)
Hadd-i Saikb
72b Batt
Bend-i Batt (Seyh Mezid)
Gelin Eyvani (Turbe-i Leyla)
73a Seyh Muhsin (Arpa Tepesi) Iraq
Kasaba-i tavuk
Sulukan
73b Leylan
_Kala-i Kerkuk kurbunda Kizil kosk
Table 51. Khan Dispersion
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Der Ser-i Ab 
_
74a Goktepe
74b-75a Altunkopru
75a Altunkopru
87a Bostan
87b Derbend-i asip Kala-i Yengan
Kale Benesuyi kurbunde Karye-i Demirci Iran
Han gedigun asip Gundelen
88a Han-i Abbas x
Han-i Hammal x
.Turkmen Kenti gecip Karatepe
88b Kasaba-i Miyane
Kaplaniyeyi gecip Kizil Ozendi
Han-i Sercem x
89a Bassiz Kumbed
89b Kasaba-i Derguzan Iran
90a Tetimme-i Derguzin Bagce-i Derguzun
91 b Karye-i Hemyan
Han-i Atabek x
Han-i Kizil Ribat 
_
99a Ayn-i Tatvan
99b Guzelcedere Koprusu
Guzelcedere
100a Bitlis
Bitlis
100b Cisr-i Derbend
Cisr-i Derec
Cisr-i Kinikdar Anatolia
101a Cisr-i Mezre'a
Cisr-i Duhan
Veys el Karani
101b Ab-i erzin
Ab-i Besiri
Salane Cayiri der mukabele-i coltepe
102a Kara Amid (citadel)
104a Karacatag zeyunde Kiziltepe
104b Karacadagi asip Akpinar
Kocagoz Tepesi Syria
Cullab
105a Karye-i Cil Halit
Mercidabik
Makami Davud
105b-106a Halep (citadel) A
107b Gol-i Avam
Asi suyu koprusu
108a Karanu kapi asip Arikova x Anatolia
108b Adana
109a Seyidgazi
109b Eskisehir
Table 51. Khan Dispersion
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FORTRESSES
There are forty-five fortress illustrations in Beyan-i Menazil. (Table 59) Of these,
seventeen bear inscriptions. Nine fortresses in Anatolia, followed by five in Iran and three
in Iraq, are identified. All of the Level Six settlements have fortification, except in
Seyidgazi (folio 109a). Fifteen out of twenty Level Five sites are fortified. Only four
illustration out of eight in Level Four sites are fortified. Only five out of fourteen Level
Three sites are fortified. These fortresses are geographically disbursed as follows: fourteen
in Anatolia in, eight in Iran, and seven in Iraq. Six different representation techniques have
been used to depict these fortresses. They are as follows:
Fl:
This type of fortress is rectangular or square in shape with towers laid on each side
at an angle. There are twelve examples of this type, which are situated on plains as well as
hills. This type of fortress diagram is used together with fortress types F2 and F3. We
observe this type only on the way to Baghdad and before 41b. (Table 52)
F2:
This type of fortress is the most frequently occurring, with sixteen examples. It is
drawn in 3-dimension, with towers perpendicular to the ground. This fortress
representation is depicted both on top of hills as well as on the plains, and it is depicted
together with fortress type Fl. It is the most realistic representation of a fortress. It is
observed in almost every stage of the campaign except on the way to Baghdad in Iraq and
on the return way after Iran. (Table 53)
F3:
This type of fortress is rectangular, with one side a trapezoid. It shows the fortress
in ruins. The trapezoid side of the fortress is drawn in two different views which gives the
impresion of an unsuccessful use of 3-dimension. We observe this type of fortress only in
folios 36b-37a and 37b-38a. (Table 54)
F4:
This type of fortress employs both 3-dimensional and plan views at the same time.
In one case, one side of the fortress is shown in the same 3-dimensional view as the whole
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Fortress Type F1
41 a
Kala-i Dinevar
18a
Kala-i *
32a-31 b
Sultaniye
38b
Sehr-i Hamedan
Table. 52
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Fortress Type F2
17a
Germuk Beli
p.-
S.,
5 S.
.1
a: 7 P--er
21 a
Koylu Hisar
25a
Hamit Kale
75a
Altunkopru
73a
Kasaba-i Tavuk
42b
Kala-i Yeni Imam Suyu
Table. 53
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1 00a
1 3b
Izmit
20b
Kochisar
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Fortress Type F3
37a
Kasaba-i Ebher
4 U.IWUS0SVV0 " ".I
38a
Kasaba-i Derguzan
Table. 54
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Fortress Type F4
&SO,
74a
Goktepe
74b
Altunkopru
102a
Kara Amid
Table. 55
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Fortress Type F5
26b
Hoy
47b
_ _ _ _-_Baghdad
A4,.
27b-28a
Tebriz
Table. 56
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Fortress Diagram No: 6
/ Ab
68a
Mahruse-i Hille
Table. 57
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F6:
Here the towers on the sides of the fortress are depicted in the same view as the
other towers of the fortress. However, the walls on the side are depicted in plan view. This
fortress type is seen in folios 61b-62a and 67b-68a in Iraq. (Table 57)
F7:
This fortress type features an oval shape that is depicted in 3-dimension, yet, the
side walls are not successfully represented. We observe this fortress type in folios 27b-28a
in Iran and in 69a in Iraq. (Table 58)
We observe that Anatolia has more fortresses than Iran, Iraq, and Syria, suggesting
that defensive walls are most essential in Anatolia. In the beginning of the journey we
came across large numbers of fortresses, yet, on the way back there were very few. This
may reflect an actual change in the landscape or it may simply reflect a change in the focus
of the artist. In Anatolia, only F1 and F2 type fortresses are seen. In one occasion, in folio
10lb-102a, fortress type F4 is seen.
OTHER BUILT STRUCTURES
Apart from the building types examined above, there is a group of other built
structures that are either sole examples of their kind (obelisque), or repetitions of the same
type (houses, bridges, and bazaars). I will evaluate the importance of these structures in
the codes used for urban settlements, where I argue that each of these elements adds
diversity to the representation. Another group of structures which is not listed under any
of above categories is those whose function can not be identified.
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Folio Name Location
8b Istanbul
9a Galata-Eyup-Uskudar
9b Maltepe
1 0a Kissahan Koprusu
12b Gebze
13a Kala-i Hereke F2
13b Izmit F2
14a Debend-i Kazikli
Dikilitas
14b Kala-i Iznik F1
Yebisehir
Albiyik
15a Zincirlikuyu
_Debend-i Ermeni
Bozuyuk
Inonu
15b Ilica
Kala-i Kutahya F2
Cakirsaz
16a Arkit Koprusu
16b llgun Anatolia
Pinarbasi
Hatun Cayiri
17a Germuk Beli F2 III
Kala-i Konya F1
Hz. Mevlana
17b Karapinar
Akcasar
Duden Golu
18a Akuyuk
Kala-i *F1
18b Develukarahisar
Incekara koprusu
Kala-i KAyseriyye F1
19a Cubukova
*
Kislasehir
19b Puskullu
Latif Golu
Danismanli
20a Kala-i Sivas F1
20b Kochisar F2
Kazli Golu (Kuscu Hasan)
21 a Sultan Cimeni der mukabele-i koylu his r F2
Ceribasi Koyu kurbunde Azim Cairn
21b Karye-i Baru (Gumus Tekin)
Kabakluca ova (Aktepe) !q
Table 59. Fortress Dispersion
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Menazil
Yassi Cimen
Karaviran
22a Erzincan Anatolia
22b Cubuk.Bogaz
Debend-i Subha Han
23a Tercan-i Gecip Kala-i Huban
Mamahatun
Cinis
23b llica-i Erzurum
Erzurumu gecip Bogaz F1
Pasin Ovasi
24a Coban Koprusu
Debend-i Alagoz
Kizlar kalesi
24b Aydin Beyli
Hazir Tabi
Ser Ab-i Kur
25a Hamit Kale F2
Canak Anatolia
Cakirbeyli
25b Karye-i Agi
Kala-i Ercis
Bendimahi
26b Ducuma derbend-i asip Karadere agzi
Segmen ova
Dested Beyi asip Hoy F51
27a Girdemiseyi asip Hatun Saray
Sufyan Iran
27b-28a Tebriz
29b Sadabad
30a Ucan
Han-i Abbas
Turkmen Kenti
30b Karanucay ( Karatepe)
_____Miyane
Kaplaniye
31a Sercehan
Han-i Nikbay
Kasaba-i Zengan
31b-31a Sultaniye F1
36b Sahan Kala F1
37a Kasaba-i Ebher F3
Zaviyeyi Parsiyan
37b Ab-i Germ
Derbend-i Karkan
Karye-i Hemyan
38a Kasaba-i derguzin I _F3
Karye-i Sazin
Lalin cemen der mukabelei Hemedan
38b Sehri Hamedan Fl
Table 59. Fortress Dispersion
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40b Aramend _______
Kasaba-i Sadava __
41a Derbend-i Sungur
Kasaba-i Dinever
Kale-i Dilaver F1
41 b Ravzen suyun gecip Hz. Veysel el Karani Iran
Maides
Karamelik misesi (Ruhsan Cay)-
42a Debend asip Semsi Alemdar
Gulhuz derbendin asip Sofbulak (Oluk 'aylagi)
Kala-i Sahin ber kuh-i Hamrin II
42b Kala-i Yeni Imam Suyu F2K__ _ __~ zasri Sirin
Kasaba-i Hanekiyye
43a Ab-i simran (Tokuz Olum) rag
Kosk-i Seylan
Ova-i Berdlan
43b Ab-i Narin
Karye-i Servin (Taskopru)
Elven__iye
44a Seyh Mekarim
__ Hz. Imam-i Aza
47b-48a Mahruse-i Bagdat F5
49a Hazret-i Seyh Abdulkadir Gilani
61b Kalacik F2
Han-i Benz
62a Karye-i Museyyeb
Kale-i Museyyeb __F6
62b Imam-i Huseyin
63a Temimme-i Imam Huseyin_
63b Beriyye-i NEcef
64a Bahr-i Necef
64b lmam-i Ali
65a Temimme-i Imam-i Ali
65b Sehri Kufe
66a Beriyye-i Kufe
66b ZUI Kifl Nebi
67a Kala-i Enhare
67b-68a Mahruse-i Hille F6
68b Han-i Beriz
69a Kal-i Berrani
72a Akyolum
Dahle (Yenice)
Hadd-i Saikb
72b Baft
Bend-i Batt (Seyh Mezid)
Gelin Eyvani (Turbe-i Leyla)
73a Seyh Muhsin (Arpa Tepesi) Iraq
Kasaba-i tavuk F2
Sulukan
Table 59. Fortress Dispersion
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73b Leylan
________Kala-i Kerkuk kurbunda Kizil kosk
_____Der Ser-i Ab L
74a Goktepe F4
74b-75a Altunkopru F4
87a Bostan
87b Derbend-i asip Kala-i Yengan
Kale Benesuyi kurbunde Karye-i Demirci Iran
Han gedigun asip Gundelen
88a Han-i Abbas
Han-i Hammal
Turkmen Kenti gecip Karatepe______
88b Kasaba-i Miyane
________Kaplaniyeyi gecip Kizil Ozendi
_______Han-i Sercem
89a Bassiz Kumbed
89b Kasaba-i Derguzan Iran
90a Tetimme-i Derguzin Bagce-i Derguzun
91 b Karye-i Hemyan
_______Han-i Atabek
________Han-i Kizil Ribat
99a Ayn-iTatvan
99b Guzelcedere Koprusu
Guzelcedere
100a Bitlis
Bitlis Anatolia
1 00b Cisr-i Derbend
Cisr-i Derec
Cisr-i Kinikdar Anatolia
101a Cisr-i Mezre'a
________Cisr-i Duhan
_______Veys el Karani 
_____
101b Ab-ierzin
________Ab-i Besiri
________Salane Cayiri der mukabele-i coltepe
102a Kara Amid (citadel) F4 _
104a Karacag zeyunde Kiziltepe
104b Karacadagi asip Akpinar
______Kocagoz Tepesi Syria
_________Cullab
105a Karye-i Ci Halit
Mercidabik
Makami Davud
105b-1 06a Halep (citadel)
107b Gol-i Avam
________Asi suyu koprusu
1 08a Karanu kapi asip Arikova Anatolia
1 08b Adana
1 09a Seyidgazi 
_____
11 09b lEskisehir
Table 59. Fortress Dispersion
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TENTS: Temporary Elements
There are two different ways of depicting tents. The first one shows one red tent
and a couple of soldier tents surrounding it, as seen in folios 15a, 15b, 16a, 20b, 24b, 25a,
26b, and 29b. The second group depicts three red tents surrounded by soldier tents, which
are seen in folios 31a, 72a, 72b, 73a, and 74b.
FLORA and FAUNA
Beyan-z Menazil has maily attracted attention due to its architectural representation.
In fact, the background which distinguishes the architectural foreground is the depiction of
the flora. In Islamic art, flora generally symbolizes Paradise. Similarly, one could argue
that in Beyan-z Menazil, the depictions of mosques, tombs, fountains, each and every
element is portrayed so as to reflect the image of paradise. A similar symbolism can be
applied to the depiction of animals. Although the context is different, there are studies on
the symbolism of animals in the illustrated manuscripts. For example, Abbas Daneshvari
studied the symbolism of the rabbit in the manuscript Warqa wa Gulshah.2 However, I
believe that Beyan-i Menazil has much more practical goals than representing heavenly
ideals.
In Beyan-z Menazil, the flora are depicted in three different forms: trees, plants, and
grass. I have not considered such a division in the analysis below, however it is worth
noting this differentiation. The dimensions of the plants vary even within a single page. I
am not certain whether this is due to a scale concern or an arbitrary treatment of these
images. By contrast, the grass and tufts usually create a homogenous back ground similar
to the repetitive motives in a carpet.
There are more than sixty different depictions of plants, which are represented with
splendid colors. (Table 60) The dispersion of the plants is portrayed realistically. The
plants that would be seen in a desert climate are not depicted in Western Anatolia. Plants
are represented in bloom or in foliage, depending on the season. Therefore, it is also
possible to deduce the seasons from the depiction of the plants. In addition, the local
characters of the plant are represented with surprising accuracy. To be able demonstrate
2 Abbas Daneshvari, "Symbolism of the Rabbit in the Manuscript of Warqa wa Gulshah", Islamic
Art and Architecture, vol.1., Udena Publiations: Malibu, 1981, p.21-27 .
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the local aspect of these plant, the regular location division based on country is not
sufficient. Therefore, in the table below, I have located each plant type in terms of the stage
it was observed. These stages are defined by Nasuh in Beyan-z Menazil, however, the
number of stops and the approximate distance covered in one day are pointed at by me.
The reason why I have not estimated the distance covered in one day on the way back is
because the topography of the area does not allow an approximate.
As seen in the Table 61, certain plants appear throughout the journey, which
indicates their generic nature. For example, plant types no: 13 and no: 14 are observed in
several stages both on the way to Baghdad and on the return way to Istanbul. On the other
hand, the majority of the plants are observed either in a specific location, or in a specific
region. For example, plants no: 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 10, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, and 21 are only seen
on the way to Bhagdad. Plants no: 21, 29, 23, 24, 25, and 26 are only observed after
Tabriz. The plants which are observed only after Baghdad are 40, 46, 48, 51, 52, and 56.
The plants which are observed in only one or two locations are; 9, 10, 16, 20, 28, 30, 31, 32,
33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 47, 50, 54, 53, 55, 75, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63,
and 64.
This analysis shows that the majority of the plant illustrations are depicted locally.
This fact may imply a very keen observation, a constructed diversity, or the involvement of
local artists who are familliar with the local flora.
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9b, 10a, 13a, 14a, 14b,
15a, 15b, 16a, 16b, 17a,
17b
9b, 10a, 12b, 13a, 13b,
14a, 14b, 15a, 16a, 16b,
17a, 17b, 18a, 18b, 38a,
38b
9b, 10a, 12b, 13a, 13b,
14a, 14b, 15a, 15b, 16a,
16b, 17a, 17b, 18a
9b, 10a, 12b, 13a, 13b,
14a, 14b, 15a, 15b, 16a,
16b, 17a, 17b, 18a
Te
9b, 10a, 12b, 13a, 13b, 14a,
14b, 15a, 15b, 16a, 16b, 17a,
17b, 18a, 18b, 20a, 20b, 22a,
22b, 23b, 24a, 24b, 25a, 26b,
27a, 31a, 30b, 38b, 41a, 42b,
43a, 43b, 49a, 49b, 51a, 51b,
52b, 53a, 54b, 60b, 88b,
9b, 10a, 13b, 14a, 15a,
15b,16b,18a,91b
12
Table. 60
10a, 13b, 14b, 15a, 15b,
16a, 16b, 17a, 17b, 18a
9b, 10a, 12b, 13a, 13b,
14b, 16a, 16b, 17a, 18a,
19b, 43b
9a, 12b
19a
19a, 19b, 22b, 87b,
104a
19a,21b,91b
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10a, 13b, 15b, 18b, 38a,
38b, 90a
19a, 19b, 21b, 24a, 91b
24, 24b, 25a
27a,27b,28a,38a
30a, 57a, 57b, 58a, 72a,
72b, 73a, 73b, 74a, 74b,
75a, 87a, 87b, 89a, 99b,
100a,101a, 102a, 104b,
105a, 107b, 108a, 109a
29b, 36b, 38b, 50a, 57a,
58b, 60a, 99b, 102a,
101b, 109b
30b, 89b, 90a, 31a
31b, 32a, 102a
Table. 60
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31b, 32a
37a, 89b
41 b-43b
41 b
42a
43b
44a
44a
47b
Table. 60
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51a, 54a
52a
52a, 87b
55a, 106a
56a, 57b, 58a, 67b
56a
56a, 72a, 72b, 73a, 73b,
87a, 87b, 99b, 100a, 104a,
105a
56b, 59a, 59b
59a
I 61a, 61b, 62a, 75a,
108b
68a
63b, 64a, 65b, 66a,
67a
66b, 67b
Table. 60
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69a
75a
89b
1 00b
106a
Table. 60
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To Baghdad Flora To Istanbul Flora
Stages Stages
Uskudar-Aksehir 1, 2, 3,4, 5, 6,8, Baghdad-Kerbela 22, 40, 41
23 stops, 9, 10, 13 15 stops
15 km/day
Aksehir-Sivas 11, 14, 16 Baghdad 23, 24, 42, 43,46,
23 stops Altunkopru 47, 48, 49, 50, 51,
30 km/day Goktepe 52, 53, 54, 55
18 stops
Sivas-Erzincan 12,14, 15 Goktepe-Gulgun 24, 57, 58, 59
11 stops
20 km/day
Erzincan-Ercis 17, 18, 19 Gulgun-Sa'dabad- 13, 14, 2, 60
21 stops Derguzin
16 km/ day 18 tops
Ercis-Tabriz 20, 21, 22 Derguzin-Tabriz- 14, 15, 16, 56, 60,
11 stops Ahlat 61, 62, 63,
27 km/ day 4 stops
Tabriz-Sultaniye 13, 26, 27, 28, 29, Ahlat-Kara Amid 23, 13, 24
11 stops 30 16 stops
28 km/ day
Sultaniye-Hamedan 18, 21, 23, 31 Kara Amid- Aleppo 24, 26, 64
10 stops 10 stops
19 km/ day
Hamedan-Baghdad 9, 32, 33, 34, 35, Aleppo-Istanbul 23, 24
11 stops 36, 37, 38, 39 6 stops
40 km/ day
* Bold numbers indicate that the associated plant types are specific to that stage.
Table 61. The Dispersion of Plants
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Use of 3-Dimensional Rendering
Most of the illustrations in Beyan-z Menazil are depicted from elevation. Some of the
illustrations, however, are depicted in 3-dimensional view, either in axonometric or in
cavalier. These are the three main ways (elevation, axonometric and cavalier) in which
objects are represented in Beyan-i Menazil. (Table 62) In addition to these pure forms, we
also observe the combinations of these three, as well as poor applications of them. The
combination of axonometric and elevation, and axonometric, elevation and cavalier
renderings, give the impression of a single-point perspective view. At this point I am not
certain whether the original aim of the artist was to imitate a single-point perspective, or to
compose basic 3-dimensional view.
In Beyan-z Menazil, it is possible to find ten variations of these basic view types. We
observe that 3-dimensional rendering is most often used in Iraq. It is also used in very few
examples in Anatolia, one example in Iran, and one example in Syria.
P1: Elevation
This view type constitutes the most typical view in Beyan-z Menazil.
P2: Cavalier
This 3-dimensional representation type is used in the depictions of M1-47b2, Ml-
65a, and T-56b.
P3: Elevation + Axonometric
This representation type is used in the depictions of M4-58b, M14-60a, M8-67b,
M8-56b, M17-20a, T1-51a1, T2-58b, T2-56a, T2-52a, and T9-58a.
P4: Poor Application of Cavalier
This view type is used in the depictions of M2-65al, M2-67b, H2-66b, H7-67a, H7-
74b, and T13-56a.
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P5: Axonometric + Cavalier
This representational type is used in the depictions of M4-105a, M17-32a, H8-68a,
T2-59a, T2-57bl, T2-55a1, T2-54b, and T10-59b.
P6: Axonometric + Elevation + Cavalier
This representational type is used in M5-109b1.
P7: Axonometric
This representational type is used in the depictions of M8-101a, M8-64a, M8-68a,
H10-65a, T1-54a1, T1-54b1, T1-54b2, T1-52b, T1-51a2, T2-60b, T2-57b2, T2-55a2, T2-
50b, T2-53a, T2-53b, T2-53a, T2-53b, T2-57a, T2-55b, T2-49b, and T12-60a.
P8: (Unidentified)
This representational type is used in M9-23b1, M9-23b2, and M9-23b3.
P9: Elevation inside Axonometric
This representational type is observed in T12-54a, T12-56a, T12-51b, and T12-60b.
P10: Axonometric inside Axonometric
This representational type is observed in T12-51a and T12-53a. Distorted variations
of these basic types of fortresses can also be found.
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Axonometric Cavalier Elevation
Table 62. The types of 3-dimensional rendering
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Conclusion
The in-depth analyses of the settlements, building types (mosques, hamams, khans,
tombs, and fortresses), flora, and the use of 3-dimensional rendering reveals the use of
variations in schematized visual conventions. Nasuh used these schematized to represent
either geographic locations, the level of urban development, etc. The use of various types
to represent mosques provides a specific example. Flat roof mosques are seen at the end of
every major resting point, which the armies reached after weeks of travel. These resting
points were major urban devolpments and were choosen as resting points because of the
amentities they offered. 3 Thus, this type is not geographically located, but it is used as an
indicator of urban development. By contrast, semi-circular single domes are observed
mostly in Anatolia. The first concentration of this type is observed in the first stage of the
campaign between Izmit (13b) and Ilgun (16b). Later, on the return journey, they are seen
in Kara Amid (102a), Adana (108a), Seyidgazi (109a), and Eskisehir (109b). Similarly, the
single bulbous domed mosques are depicted only in Iran and Iraq: in Iran between Hoy
(26b) and Kasaba-i Dinever (41a), and later in Iraq between Kalacik (61b) and Mahruse-i
Hille (67b-68a).4
Hamams and other civic structures are not depicted according to their actual
geographical location. As the preceeding analysis shows, most of these structures are
located in urban areas to indicate the level of urban development. 5 On the other hand, the
depictions of plants show a high degree of locality, indicating that they are depicted
according to their actual geographic location. Most of the plants only appear twice. 6 Very
few plant types can be observed throughout the campaign. This fact suggests one of three
3These urban settlements are - Kutahya, Kala-i Konya, Develukarahisar, Kala-i Sivas Erzncan,
Kala-i Ercis, Tabriz, Sultaniye, Mahruse-i Baghdad, Tetimme-i Imam Ali, Kala-i Enhare, Bitlis,
Mercidabik, Aleppo, Adana, Eskisehir.
'To complete the list: Double domed mosques are observed in Kutahya(15b), Kasaba-i Ebher (37a),
and around Baghdad(47b-48a), while triple domed mosques are observed only in Iran and Iraq.
They are first seen in Tabriz, then in Elvendiye(43b) around Baghdad. They are also seen between,
Taskopru (43b) and Mahruse-i Hille (67b-68a). Non-domical superstructure mosques are observed
only in Albiyik (14b), Tabriz (27b-28a), and Kasaba-i Derguzan (89b). Mosques within an enclosure
are depicted in Gebze (12b), Hereke (13a), Hz. Mevlana (17a), Kala-i Sivas (20a), Sultaniye (31b-
32a), and Mahruse-i Baghdad (47b-48a).
sAs mentioned earlier, 88% of the represented hamams are in the most developed (Level 6 and 5)
urban settlements.
6 These are plants no: 9, 10, 16, 20, 28, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 47, 50,
54, 53, 55, 75, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64..
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scenaries: the use of a very keen observation and geographic representation; the intentional
use of diversity to make every illustration appear different and visually interesting; or the
involvement of local artists who recognize the specific local characteristics of the area.
Perhaps the truth may involve some combination of these reasons. As all the hamams
depicted in 3-dimension are in Iraq, it is possible that local artists were involved in the
making of Beyan-i Menazil.
Thus, the schematized type or visual convention stems from a reality - either
geographical or urban. This system of typologizing, is in a way, the reverse of the
subsequent use of type in Sinan's architecture. Sinan used types and variations to these
types to built similar structures in far away lands. Here, far away lands are typologized
and represented as such. This then gives us insights into the larger mode of observation.
Furthermore, the system of communication may have been similar - to assume a type and
note only the differences to that type in a given place or urban development. Thus every
building's representation becomes unique and authentic by the use of a certain type and by
the individual variations to that type.
This is not to say that representations then decimate cultural differences. In Beyan-i
Menazil the system of observing types and its variations has been effectively used to
represent cultural differences. Thus, it is possible to identify a monumental building as
Seljuq, Ottoman, or Safavid due to the specific and different types or the variations to the
types. 7
7 The distinction between Safavid and Seljuq buildings is, however, not as clear as the distinction
between Ottoman and Safavid buildings
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Chapter IV
Modes of Observation
The main question, then, is whether or not these schematized visual conventions or,
more simply put, the representation of buildings, correspond to reality. Gabriel, Taeschner,
Denny, and Atasoy, all have claimed that the illustrations of buildings in the depiction of
Istanbul correspond to reality. However, the mode and degree of this correspondence
remained ambiguous. Emphasizing a high degree of correspondence, Hadi Selen
triumphantly notes:
"It is worth admiring the high culture of Turkness of the 16th century who
were hungered for such an artifact [Beyan-z Menazil] and it showed the
majority of the country better than a photograph when photography was not
available."
Other scholars have refrained from declaring Beyan-z Menazil to be photographic. Walter
Denny points that in the Istanbul illustration, while the individual buildings are accurately
represented, their topographical location are schematized.2 However, Taeschner's
commentary on the correspondence of the depiction of Yenisehir, a small town located in
the North-West of Turkey to reality, contradicts this point. Taeschner notes:
' Selen, p. 817. Both the translation and the emphasis are mine.
2 Denny, p. 51.
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"....Comparison with the present-day picture of the building, also produced
here, shows similarities and differences. Evidently only the central part of
the building has been drawn, with three breaks (blind niches), each flanked
by one large and one small window; the building has actually only two
breaks in the central part, with one in each lateral side; the drawing shows a
tower-like windowed super structure of two story, whereas the building has
in fact only a high one-story blind tambour; finally the building's cupola - a
very flat one, it is true - has not been represented. Still, there is no doubt
that the drawing represents this building, and therefore Matrakg's [Nasuh]
representation should be valuable for a historical study of the building."3
This passage conveys, at least to me, that this illustration does not strictly correspond to
the actual building, rather it resembles it. Perhaps there are differences in the relation
between the representation and reality.
This need not mean that the actual mode of observation in itself varies. What I
wish to argue is that, while the system of visual conventions by and large remains the
same, its correspondence to reality varies. The more variation in a representation type in a
particular illustration, the closer it is to the actual building represented. On the other hand,
when only a generic representation type is used, the correspondence is minimal. There are
then different levels of correspondence to reality in Beyan-z Menazil, ranging from a
maximum to a minimum variation to a generic type. What is important here is that the
mode of conventions is not one exclusively of representation, but extended into the actual
observations. The field notes must have assumed knowledge of this system of
conventions.
Levels of Correspondence in Istanbul illustration
The folio 8a-9b depicting Istanbul, Galata, Eynp, and Uskidar is one of the most
elaborate illustration in Beyan-z Menazil. It has also, correspondingly received the bulk of
scholarly attention, and much that is said about Beyan-z Menazil is based on this
illustration. My earlier analysis has, therefore, concentrated on the overall manuscript. This
is partly because I believe that the conventions in the Istanbul conventions are different
from the rest of the manuscript. One of the reasons for this difference in the use of
conventions may have been political - Istanbul was the Ottoman capital. Second, as a
political center, Istanbul's many monuments were testimony to the patronage of the rich
and powerful and, therefore, required more accurate representation. Third, a number of
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earlier maps or representations of Istanbul existed. Albert Gabriel has already mentioned
the influence of Boundelmonti's illustration. Furthermore, Istanbul, as the object of
representation, was always at hand for actual, direct reference, during the preparation of
the illustrations. And yet various levels of correspondences can be observed in this folio.
Thus, the mode of observation in the Istanbul folio is the same as in the rest of the
manuscript.
The maximum degree of correspondence is seen in the main monuments, such as
Aya Sofya, Mehmed II and Bayezid II Mosques, Kizkulesi, Hippodrome, the Serpentine
Column, and the Obelisk of Teodosius II. These are also structures that would be well
known to an Istanbul audience. For such an audience, the high degree of correspondence of
the Istanbul monuments would also serve as corroborating proof of the veracity of the
illustrations.
However, certain other representations which closely correspond to the actual
buildings also show clear deviations from reality. These include, Kucuk Aya Sofya
Mosque (Church of St. Sergius and Bacchus) and Yedikule. For example, Kucuk Aya
Sofya Mosque has been depicted in gray which suggests a stone building. However, the
actual building is exposed brick. Denny suggests that it is depicted in stone, since brick
was not appropriate for a religious building. Therefore it is possible to assume that the
"image" of the structure, or its function, had priority over the actual reality. Again, a
certain audience has been assumed for these deviations.
One of the most important structure in Istanbul was the Topkapi Palace and the
correspondence of its representation to reality has been the subject of much scholarship.
Walter Denny points out that due to the size and morphology of the palace, it was difficult
to visualize. Furthermore, following the argument of this paper, it would have been
difficult to establish or use a generic representation type - except that the palace could be
thought of as having three courtyards. This is one of the most recognizable elements of the
representation.
Nurhan Atasoy points out that the palace is located near the top end of the
illustration, and one cause for not a very elaborate treatment may have been the lack of
space. 4 In spite of this, Atasoy goes on to claim more than veracity - in fact, historical
documentation. She points out that the illustration in Beyan-z Menazil depicts a seven-
towered inner fortress within the Topkapi Palace. She further argues that it is possible to
find the remains of these towers today. However, discussing the same depiction, Gulru
4 Atasoy, " ... Seven-Towered Topkapi Palace", p. 93-101.
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Necipoglu argues against the interpretation of a towered inner fortress.5 Necipoglu points
out that if this was correct, it would have been corroborated by other sources, especially as
a seven towers fortress would also have astrological importance. She says, "In the second
court he [the artist] shows the Tower of Justice, and the two towers flanking the second
gate, all of which add up to eight towers, and not seven." 6 According to Necipoglu, these
towers did not function as an inner fortress, but landmarks of the palace, much like the
hanging garden by the Sultan's bedroom, the Council Hall of Justice, and the ceremonial
gate that provided access to the second court. Apart from the depiction of the inner
fortress, Necipoglu claims that "the first two courtyards are clearly identifiable, but the one
with the problematic towers, which one would assume must be the third courtyard, shows
none of the major buildings . . ." Thus, Nasuh has omitted details and retains only the
features readily recognizable to his contemporaries. Perhaps one of the reasons for this
was security of the palace and the hope that the manuscript could have a much larger
circulation than a realistic, military document would allow. 7
Another important structure which was represented in a schematized manner was
the Acquaduct. It is shown with one row of arches instead of the two that exist in reality.
Similarly the Tekfur Sarayl is represented in the form of a kasr, and Aya Irene Church is
represented in a form suggesting a church. Neither of these images has any relation to the
actual buildings.
Correspondence in other illustrations in Beyan-i Menazil
Similar operations can be noted in the other illustrations in Beyan-z Menazil. The
depiction of Sultaniye (folio 31b-32a) is one of the more easily recognized illustrations in
Beyan-i Menazil. The most distinguished element in this illustration is the tomb of Oljeitu8
located in the center of the page. (Fig. 10) The original building has an octagonal plan,
embellished with a minaret on each corner. On each of the side walls there are three niches,
6 Necipoglu, Architecture, Ceremonial and Power; p. 186-188.
6 ibid..
7A similar concern was expressed about the European collection of topographical views, Civitates
Orbis Terrarum (1572). Johannes Keuning notes how Georgius Bruin, one of the early initiators of
the Civitates, emphasized that "the city views have been enlivened with human figures for a dual
purpose. Not only in illustration of native customs and dress, but also in order to prevent the Turks
from being able to use the pictures in their wars of conquest, since their religion prohibits the
portrayal of human beings." Refer Johannes Keuning, "The Civitates of Braun and Hogenberg,"
Imago Mundi, XVII, 1963, p. 42.
'The Ilhanid ruler who converted Sultaniye into the capital of his empire.
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some of which are open and others closed. In the illustration, the tomb is represented with
eight minarets, which facilitates its identification. The monumental single dome of the
building is, however, replaced in the representation with a modest dome supported by two
semi-domes which bears more resemblance to similar structures in Istanbul than it does to
the tomb of Oljeitu. The octagonal form of the building is not reflected in the illustration.
The tri-partite niches on each side of the building are also omitted.
Fig. 10 Tomb Oljeitu
(MIT Rotch Visual Collections #A40448) Fig.11 Folio 31b Sultaniye
Hence only the eight minarets are specifically belonging to the actual building; the rest of
the representation is a variation of a generic type. Moreover, it is a variation of a generic
representation type which is more typical of such a building in Istanbul than Sultaniye.
Once again, a general audience has been assumed. In all probability, this audience would
have needed an additional commentary to understand a more realistic depiction of the
tomb with an octagonal plan. The representation types then work more like alphabets and
words than like photographs. The representation stands as a communicable sign for a real
object and not a reproduction.
In front of the tomb of Oljeitu, we see a portal with five domes, flanked by two
minarets. Sheila Blair, who wrote on Sultaniye, suggest that this depiction represents the
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tomb complex as seen from the North.9 Another building in the illustration is the
congregational mosque, seen to the left of the tomb of Oljeitu. The entrance portal has been
depicted with two minarets on each side. However, the arcades on the main building are
not reflected. The courtyard of this mosque is paved, which is one of the rare depictions of
its kind in Beyan-z Menazil. It is clear from the descriptions above that the depiction of
Sultaniye is not based on reproducing reality. However, the illustration still is successful in
representing the image of the city of Sultaniye.
This is not to suggest that the reference is always Istanbul, only that the assumed
audience is largely from Istanbul. Folio 27b-28a, Tabriz, depicts the royal garden to the
left of the river. The garden is located on one side of the Maydan-i Sahin al-Amir, and
inside the garden, the Hasht Bihist (eight Paradise) pavilion is shown.10 Another
representation of a garden is seen in Baghce ez Dergezin (folio 90a). This depiction is a
reflection of a chahar bagh, (four gardens), characterized by the division of the plots by the
l on A io - e aewt
water channels. Both of these images are highly realistic. A comparison can be made with
the sketches of a chahar bagh in Engelbert Kaempfer's travel account (1684-88)." One of
Kaempfer's drawings shows the chahar bagh promenade which resembles the Baghce ez
Dergezin illustration(folio 90a) (Fig. 12). Although the chahar bagh was largely a Safavid or
a Persian construct, its accurate representation here reflects the assumed audience's
knowledge about them. In all probability, these representations were also accurate not only
in type, that is in representing a chahar bagh, but also in the specific gardens in Tabriz and
Dergezin.
Sheila Blair, " Mongol Capital of Sultaniyya", Iran 24 (1986), p.144.
O Mahvash Alemi, "Royal Gardens of the Safavid Period", Gardens in the Time of the Great Muslim
Empires, ed. Attilio Petruccioli, Brill: Leiden, New York, Koln, 1997, note.26
" Engelbert Kaempfer, Amoenitatum Exoticarum politico-physico-medicarum fasculi v quibus continetur
variae relationes..., Lemgo, 1712, rpt. Tehran, 1976
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Fig. 13 Chaharbagh
promenade, Engelbert Kaempfer
(Petruccioli, Gardens in the Time of
The Great Muslim Empires, p. 83
Fig. 12 Folio 90a (Baghce-i Dergezin)
The use of generic representational type
I have so far implied that the generic representational type is the furthest away
from the actual building. However, the generic representational type is distilled from the
actual observation of a number of such buildings. Therefore, its use in a certain position
allows it to recall the actual building and yet not correspond to the reality.
In folio 23b, the city of Erzurum is depicted within a fortification, and the
illustration looks from the South. If the reading direction of the overall manuscript is from
right to left, this depiction would reflect the direction of the campaign accurately, coming
from Erzincan (folio 22a) on the right hand side and going towards Tabriz (folio 27b-28a)
on the left hand side. The form of the fortification of Erzurum also closely corresponds to
reality. (Fig. 14) However, the buildings within the fortifications do not correspond to
reality. The illustrations of the important structures, such as the Cifte Minareli Madrasa,
Yakutiye Madrasa, Great Mosque, etc., do not bear any formal correspondence with the
actual buildings. Moreover three major structures are depicted identically, in a mosque
like manner. Although they do not employ the usual madrasa convention, these
representations are indicating the three major madrasa's (Cifte Minareli, Yakutiye,
Ahmediye) of Erzurum. Perhaps the only distinct structure is the Kirkcesme (fountain),
but it is not correctly located. It seems as the field notes for Erzurum was largely an
inventory of the structures, which were then marked by generic representations. (Fig. 15)
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Fig. 14 Map of Erzurum
(Unal, Les Monuments Islamislamique Ancien
de la Ville D'Erzurum, 1968, p.15)
Fig. 15 Folio 23b Erzurum
Fig. 16 Cifte Minareli Madrasa
(Hillenbrand, Islamic Architecture, p.214)
The very next folio, (folio 24a, Erzurum Coban Koprusu) is a depiction of a stone
bridge with five openings, which was built in 670-69 H./1271-97 by the Seljuks. In reality,
however, this bridge has six openings. It also has very distinct piers which have rooms
inside to accommodate the guard and the customs officers. 2 These have been omitted
2 Cevdet Culpan, Turk Tas Kopruleri, Turk Tarih Kurumu Basun Evi, Ankara, 1975, p. 66.
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from the illustration, which, as a result of these omissions, is more closer to a generic
representational type.13
Folio 23a delineates a single secured building with an inner courtyard and is
identified by an inscription as Mama Hatun. The inscription thus identifies the name of the
place, but not its function. Curiously, in tracing the function of the building I found
conflicting descriptions - it is cited as a khan, caravansary, or a ribat.4 The illustration itself
simply shows the building to be a secure place. When we compare the illustration with the
actual building, we see hardly any resemblance. (Fig. 17) The representation is a generic
representational type for a khan building. It is also interesting to note that only one
building is represented, although a number of buildings existed in the Mama Hatun
complex. For example, the tomb of Mama Hatun, which is located within an enclosure, is
not depicted. It is a curious structure and it is baffling that Nasuh did not notice it or
depicts it. 15 It is also possible that the field notes for this structure were not taken by
Nasuh himself.
Fig. 17 Mama Hatun Plan
(Unal, Les Monuments Islamislamique Ancien de la Ville D'Erzurum, 1968, p.147)
* Taeschner has claimed that all of the bridges resemble each other in the illustrations. My analysis
here does not refute his claim, but attempts to place it in a larger strategy of observation and
representation.
1 Aysil Tukel Yavuz," Anadolu Selcuklu Kervansaraylarinda Mekan-Islev Iliskisi icinde Savunma
ve Barinma", IX. Vakif Haftasi Kitabi, Vakiflar Genel Mudurlugu Yayinlari, Ankara 1992, p.277.
1 1 In Beyan-i Menazil there are four other similar tombs in folios 51a, 54a, and 56b depicted with an
enclosure.
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Threshold of Generic Representational Types
The generic representation type assumes a certain audience cognizant with its
conventions. The Mama Hatun folio shows that a generic type can be used to
communicate the minimum information: "On the way from - to - there is a Khan like
structure at Mama Hatun." In Mama Hatun's case, this illustration and its inscription
may very well yield information that a moving army could use; hence, at one level Beyan-i
Menazil can even be assumed to be a military map. The role of inscriptions in this case is
one of proper noun only, to identify the place.
The threshold of generic representational type is reached when the formal features
are not distinct enough. For example, most Khan buildings have inscriptions. By contrast,
no mosque carries an inscription. Similarly, new conventions or changes in convention, or
even variations are helped by an inscription whose primary function may be to name the
structure.
Cartographic Observations
So far I have analyzed the generic representational type in terms of correspondence
with the actual building. Still, a high degree of correspondence is not complete proof of
veracity. The relative location of the structure in the illustration is also an issue of
correspondence, although of topographic correspondence. For example, the Zincirlikuyu
mosque is itself accurately depicted, but its location is incorrect. As per Walter Denny, this
may be due to the use of Ottoman literary sources. Denny notes:
"If one were to posit literary sources as well as first-hand observation as a
basis for the map, one might explain the building as the mosque of
Zincirlikuyu, a six-domed mosque also founded by Atik Ali Pasha, but
located in fact near the Edirne gate at the other end of the city, and
apparently not depicted on the plan. The inclusion of the names of both
buildings together in a literary source might have led to an accurate
portrayal of the building in the wrong place."1 6
Denny, however, does not cite any literary sources for the same. As the main argument in
this paper has been the use of field notes for enumeration, the use of literary sources easily
have been a natural extension of the process. Thus it is possible to think that an inventory
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of monuments, including their description and perhaps measurements, was prepared from
literary sources and actual field notes. These monuments would then have to be
topographically located. The determination of the outline of the settlement could either be
done on the basis of the location of some key monuments, in the parlance of surveying
from parts to a whole. On the other hand the outline may have been derived from some
generic types. Many of the fortresses are regular rectangles or squares - that is, distinct
geometrical forms. It is also possible that for irregular city forms, a number of methods
were used. For example, the outline of Galata in the Istanbul illustration (folio 8a-9b), in
all probability, was constructed in a number of ways.
To someone who is familiar with Galata, the depiction is easily recognizable.
(Fig. 19) Although there are important religious structures in this area, the most
distinguishing features are the Galata Tower, the fortification walls, and the topography.
It appears as if the depiction of Galata was constructed by first plotting these three main
features. To a general audience, the fortification walls may appear accurate, but the wall
partitions do not reflect the exact situation as we at present believe them to have been.
Most striking is the third wall from the left, originating from the Tower. In original, this
wall, although there are slight shifts, runs perpendicular to the shore. However, in the
illustration, this wall makes turns on its way. It is obvious that it would be perceived with
slight deviation from a straight line due to the topography of this area, but to what extent?
Fig. 18 3-Dimensional Computer Model of Galata Fig. 19 Folio 9a
One reason for turning the direction of the walls may be that some points of the wall on the
shore were plotted first and then later had to be joined with the Tower. If this were true,
then the first four intersections of the horizontal sea walls with the vertical fortification wall
would have been plotted first, and then these points and the Tower would have to have
been plotted proportionately. The proportions of the division walls, including the Tower,
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are 0.32:0.5:0.79. However, when we make projections perpendicular to the walls and the
Tower from the plan, the proportions between these points are quite different. If this
structure were not viewed perpendicular to the tower, then the proportions would differ.
Based on this hypothesis, to get the same proportions used in the illustration, we would
need to change the viewpoint along the horizontal base. The view-plane we obtain through
this process is not in the center but slightly to the right side of the illustration.
When we extend a line from the tower perpendicular to this view-plane, this line
directly intersects the region of Tahtakale (wooden tower) on the Istanbul peninsula. As we
know, a common way of constructing such town views was from a high tower in the
region. In the depiction of Istanbul, there is a tower located near Tahtakale. Walter Denny,
in his discussion of that tower says:
" By its location it must be the tower illustrated by Lorichs... It is probably
the tower found today in the Valide Han; of middle Byzantine origin, it is
incorporated into a later Ottoman structure."7
Thus it is tenable that the view of Galata was drawn from this tower. The main question is
then; how closely does this depiction correspond to reality?
To be able to answer this question, I have constructed a three dimensional computer
simulation of the walls, tower, and the topography of Galata as it would have been viewed
from this tower. 18 (Fig. 18) I have assumed the height of the tower to be 35 m from the sea
level. This is an approximate value since there is no exact information available.' 9 Another
problem with a computer simulation is that it does not reflect the exact view cone of a
human, nor the real three-dimensionality. The visibility cone of the human eye, without
turning the head, is 104 degrees. If we assume the depiction of Galata was confined to the
cone of the human eye, 104 degrees, only a portion of the area would have been seen. This
is the point where computer simulation fails. In order to overcome this limitation, I have
used a wide angle view that differs slightly from what actually would have been.
From this series of experiments, it appears that only the main points of the
fortification walls and the Galata Tower on the shore line were fixed from the tower in
Tahtakale. Then, in order to be able to show the parts that are not visible from the tower,
17 Ibid., p. 59
18 The computer program used for this simulation was Form Z. I constructed this computer model for
a term paper for Professor Gulru Necipoglu titled "Representational Language of Nasuh's 16th
century Istanbul-Galata Miniature Painting."
19 However, as the computer simulation will show, even a 3-5 meter difference would not make a
significant difference.
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Nasuh lifted up the ground plan. This artificial vantage point is much higher than could
actually have been achieved from the Tower. There is still a desire to remain accurate. The
proportions of the division of the walls in the computer model coincide with the
proportions in the illustration when looked at from the tower in Tahtakale.
While the outline of the Galata quarter is plotted is this elaborate manner, the
structures within were placed in relation to this overall plan. This would be like working
from whole to parts, an inventory of structures would have been then simple stuck on top.
In fact, the way the miniature is painted - that is in layers - allows one to even extend this
assumption.
Another Aspect of Observation: Incidental Recording
The main objective of the manuscript is topographical recording. The gaze of the
observer is largely directed at collecting visual facts - the buildings, the geography etc. On
the other hand, the itinerary forms the narrative link. Thus by highlighting the stopping
points, the manuscript is both an archive and a narrative text. But, curiously many
incidental facts, incidental to the objective of topographical recording but not to narrating a
story, are also included.
The depiction of tents, or the change in the numbers of the tents, is one such
peculiar recording. On the way to Baghdad there is only one tent, otagi, for the Sultan
which is depicted in red (Fig. 19). Later in the campaign the number of otagi's increases to
three. (Fig. 20) We know that Sultan Sleyman started his campaign in June 1534 (Zilkade
940). 20 However, Ibrahim Pasha, the Grand Vizier, had gone to Iran earlier in September
of 1533. Both of the armies met at Ucan between Tabriz and Hoy in September 1534. This
is the exact location where the three red tents are recorded for the first time. It is probable
that the second otagi belonged to Ibrahim Pasha. The question then, is who does the third
otagi belong to? When Ibrahim Pasha was leaving for the campaign in 1533, Iskender
Celebi was appointed defterdar, a consultant to Ibrahim Pasha by Sultan Siileyman.
Ibrahim Pasha was advised to follow Iskender Celebi advise. Thus during the campaign,
Iskender Celebi held a position almost equal to that of to the Grand Vizier. Therefore it is
possible to argue that the third red otagi belonged to Iskender Pasha.
However, Iskender Celebi, soon after their congregation with Sultan Sileyman's
army, was exiled from his appointment. This occurred around Derguzin. Later in
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Baghdad, in April 1535, Iskender Celebi was hung in the Baghdad Bazaar.2' If we assume
the third red otagi to be Iskender Celebi's tent, then this third tent should have disappeared
after Iskender Celebi's execution. But it did not, the third tent continued to be recorded.
There is also no evidence that Iskender Celebi was replaced by anyone else on the way back
to Istanbul. As far as I could determine, the execution of Iskender Celebi is not mentioned
in Beyan-i Menazil. One hypothetical explanation could be that Nasuh did not continue the
campaign after Tabriz, and therefore was unaware of Iskender Celebi's execution. The fact
that the illustrations decreases in number and quality after Tabriz may be additional
evidence to support this theory.
Fig. 19 Folio 26b showing a single otagi Fig. 20 Folio 31a showing three otagis
My main emphasis here is not on the actual interpretation of the number of tents, but on
the incidental nature of including them in the record. Similarly, many incidental additional
details are included in the representation of the buildings. Some of the buildings are shown
with closed doors, while other buildings of the same type are shown with open doors.
These details, perhaps had a narrative function, one neither recorded in the main text, nor
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suggested by the connective elements of the illustrations or by the system of conventions.
Perhaps these details indicate the Sultan's interaction with a particular building. For
example, one of the mosques in Iraq (M2-67b) shows a staircase up to the entrance of the
mosque on the second floor. Because, this is the only example where a staircase is
depicted, and because the door is open, it suggests the Sultan may have used this
staircase. However, many of the houses are subject to the same treatment, which
complicates the reading of the narrative. It is almost impossible to think that Sultan had
visited all these houses. Perhaps these incidental details were adopted to animate the
illustrations.
Another incidental recording is of the two oarsmen in the Golden Horn in the
Istanbul illustration. Only Walter Denny has noticed these two oarsmen, although he does
not give this occurrence any special attention. One possible reason for this may be the
prevalent convention in European topographical views to include the actual artist in the
illustration. These views generally depicted a draftsmen, a painter, or someone with
measuring equipment to testify that the illustration had been produced based on true,
direct observation. Such European topographical views were commonly circulated in
Istanbul at the time of the production of Beyan-z Menazil. Therefore, it is possible that the
two oarsmen were included in Beyan-z Menazil to similarly signify authenticity.
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Chapter V
Mode of Production
The system of representational conventions allow variations and differences. It also
allows easy translation of field notes, sketches, measurements etc. Furthermore, this
system, at least hypothetically, can have more than one observer. It is, however, difficult to
prove the involvement of more than one observer, a team of proto-surveyors that Nasuh
may have led. In the Mama Hatun example in the preceding chapter, I did raise the
possibility that Nasuh himself may not have been the observer. In this chapter I will
attempt to raise the possibility that more than one artist was involved in the construction
of Beyan-z Menazil.
The existence of several artists can be deduced from the inconsistent use of 3-
dimensional representation techniques. With the construction of 3-dimensional objects
there is an internal inconsistency. The overall construction of the representation requires a
certain knowledge of perspective or axonometric, while a part of the representation, in the
manner it is rendered, exhibits ignorance of the knowledge of perspective.
The depiction of fortresses provides substantial data to demonstrate the different
ways in which perspective is used in Beyan-z Menazil. This is partly because the size of the
fortress made it difficult to visualize as a single entity but as an outline of a settlement it
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must have been necessary to render it first, and as a single entity. Three sides of the
fortress F4-74a is depicted in cavalier perspective, while, one side of it is depicted in plan
view. (Fig. 58) This defect may have originated from the misinterpretation of the guiding
lines already drawn. It is possible to think of this fourth side as a defect. It could easily
have met the co-ordinates of the edge. This raises the possibility that two artists were
involved in the making of the illustration - one who knew about perspective and drew the
guidelines, and second who painted the actual illustration but was not cognizant about 3-
dimensional rendering. It is also possible to think that the fourth facade was raised up and
the rule of 3-dimensional consistency ignored to show the facade, which would otherwise
by partly hidden, in detail. However, the fourth facade shows no additional or elaborate
detailing.
Fig. 21 Folio 88a (Han-i Beriz)
A similar inconsistency can be found in Folio 88a bearing the inscription Han-i
Abbas. The illustration shows a rectangular fortified building with a courtyard and four
towers on each corner. It is drawn in cavalier perspective. However the right-hand side
wall does not meet the back wall correctly, while the corner of the left-hand wall and the
back wall is correctly represented. It is possible to assume that the tower on the right-hand
back corner added to the confusion. But the front corner of the right-hand wall, where there
is another tower, is more or less correctly resolved in three dimensional representation.
Again it is plausible to think that there was more than one artist involved. As mentioned
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earlier, the illustrations were painted in layers. It is possible to speculate that each layer
may have entailed the re-transferring of the basic preliminary drawing, or the addition of
new data or drawing. It is possible in such a scenario for more than one artist to be
involved in a single illustration, and for such mistakes in three-dimensional rendering to
occur.
Another inconsistency in representation involves the use of plan view and its
variations as seen in folios 18a, 23a, 23b, 25b, 26b, 31b-32a, 37a, 38a, 38b, 41a, 47b-48a,
and 102a. Folio 23b shows the city of Erzurum. (Fig. 15) The towers on the fortified side
walls are shows at an angle to the wall, as if they had fallen on the ground, the elevation
acts like a plan. This peculiar rendering of the towers on the side-wall is a very common
convention in Beyan-i Menazil. In comparison to the flattened out tower the structures
inside are shown is flattened out, and straight elevation. Furthermore, two additional
towers are shown on the fortification side-walls, but straight up and not at an oblique
angle as the rest of the fortified tower. The overall effect of the rendering is again one of
layers. The fortifies wall forming one layer, and the internal structures, including these two
additional towers forming a second layer above.
A similar argument can be made by focusing on the external contradiction in the
use of perspective, that is in between illustrations. Some illustrations exhibit detailed
understanding of 3-dimensional rendering while others don't. Illustrations in folios 13b,
17a, 20b, 21a, 24a, 25a, 41a, 42b, 61b, 67a, and 100a, and show correct use of 3-
dimensional rendering. Folio 61b shows a circular fortified building called Kalacik.1 This
representation successfully manages to illustrate the circular ground plan in three
dimensions. In comparison Folio 69a also shows a circular fortified structure called Kal-i
Berrani. The circular ground plan here is clumsily rendered. The most crucial information
missing here is the two straight lines that a circular cylindrical object requires. Folio 61b's
rendering shows that this technique was not entirely unknown. A similar incorrect 3-
dimensional rendering can be found in the encampment in the folio 74b.
Another way to trace the involvement of different artists is by focusing on the
treatment of a repetitive element which occurs through out the manuscript, such as certain
types of plants. One type of plant shows the involvement of different artists through the
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Fig. 22 Folio 74b (Altunkopru)
variation in the quality of painting. For example, the flowers in folio 75a and 58a, 57b are
the same. But the flowers in Folio 75b show fine detailing, while the flowers in 58a and 57b
are rendered with a thicker brush and different strokes.
If there were more than one artist-draftsman involved in the production of the
manuscript, it is possible that an atelier produced Beyan-z Menazil. Furthermore, the
draftsmen working in such an atelier were not of equal qualifications. In the case of the
depiction of fortresses, we observe one master hand which can masterfully represent
perspective on a two dimensional plane. The others failed in their imitations of the master,
yet all failed in varying degrees. The example of F4-74a, suggests that the master started
to draw the fortress and the pupil was then asked to finish it. This would explain why
there would be several different qualities of work in a single image.
It is plausible that Beyan-r Menazil was produced by an atelier. The Ottoman Palace
Scriptorium, nakkashhane, was an atelier itself. It was responsible not only for the
production of books but provided resources for the whole artistic production of the palace
in general. There were several types of workers, such as people who drew margin lines on
the folios, portrait executors, tracers, and architectural draftsmen. 2
2 Esin Atil, Turkish Art, Smithsonian Institution Press, 1980, p.140.
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Fig. 23 Folio 75b (Altunkopru) Fig. 24 Folio 58a (Hz. Hurri's-sehid)
Nonetheless, our knowledge of his life and posts does not rule out such an
association. In fact, Nakkashane was treated as one of the military branches in the
Ottoman army, and artists were often asked to attend military campaigns. Furthermore,
they would work in other services before they were accepted to the Palace Scriptorium,
2
and Nasuh's posts and achievements prior to the execution of Beyan- Menazil would have
qualified him to be a palace artist. Yurdaydm suggests that the historian Ali has called
Nasuh the inventor of a script style which aids the reading of Acem uslubu (Persian style).
Furthermore, Yurdaydm suggests that Nasuh was the serdefter (head) of a calligrapher
group, cep, and was an important calligrapher.3 However, no manuscript of calligraphic
significance is attributed to Nasuh. Thus it is difficult to ascertain Nasuh's role as well as
that of other draftsmen.
2 ibid..
3 Yurdaydm, Matrakgi Nasuh, p. 12.
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Matrakgi Nasuh introduces Beyan-z Menazil primarily in pragmatic terms. It was to
be a reference for future campaigns. The main objective of the manuscript was therefore
topographical recording. It recorded the places at which the army stopped during the
campaign. The gaze of the observer is largely directed at collecting facts - the geography,
the settlements, and the buildings. Thus one way of approaching Beyan-z Menazil is as an
archive of information recorded during the campaign.
How are we to understand the illustrations of Beyan-i Menazil? Are they the
prototype of military ichnographic maps or as Hadi Selen attempted to argue, proto-
photographs which record the retinal image. Or a combination of both. Perhaps the answer
to this question will partly remain indeterminate. A better way to phrase the question is
how does Nasuh conceptually perceive these illustrations, and consequently how are they
constructed?
One insight to the illustrations is provided by the way they are placed in the text -
as retracing the itinerary of the campaign. As Usun TUkel has shown with the connective
elements and substantiated in this paper by the analysis of the multiple view-points in the
Istanbul illustration, the link with the itinerary of the campaign was not a casual one.
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Instead it was ingrained within the illustrations themselves. In this manner Nasuh is
conveying a story, not a story of the campaign itself, but the places visited during the
campaign. Beyan-z Menazil is still an archive of information, but an archive in which the
illustrations functions in a manner approximating textual recording. Nasuh's attitude
towards the illustrations is perhaps then indicated by this remark:
"these places are written and described by the picture which belongs to that
name (ism u resmleri), that which is founded on the original (asl u fasillari)".'
The intent of "picture which belongs to that name" was then to communicate, perhaps to
even substitute the name itself.
This intention of communication can be analyzed at the level of geography, and
with settlements. As the analysis in this paper has attempted to show, this was not only
limited to naming the place, but the urban gradation of the settlements was also
communicated. The urban gradation is ascertained by the degree of co-existence of specific
institutions such as mosques, fortresses, bazaar, tomb and house. It is not based on the
number of houses only, and by extension not the overall population of the settlement. Thus
major cities, such as Aleppo, are illustrated with varied structures fortresses, mosques,
bazaars, hamams, tombs, and houses. The houses are, however, not depicted at a scale of
1:1. For example the population of Konya was approximately 14.000 while it is
represented with only 64 houses in Beyan-i Menazil. On the other hand, institutions or
special buildings, such as the mosque or bazaar, are depicted 1:1. Thus the overall aim is
for an "image" of the settlement.
This "image" is directly related to the special buildings or institutions. Furthermore,
the study of the Galata quarter showed that while the overall outline of the settlement
could have been in an elaborate manner, the structures within are simply placed in relation
to this outline. In fact, as the illustrations are painted in layers, it is even plausible to
assume that the illustration was thought in layers. The first layer being that of the
settlement, the next one was that of the special building types.
Based on my extensive analysis of these special buildings - mosque, fortress, tomb,
plants, khans, hamams etc. - I have argued in this paper that a system of conventions is
1 Folio 5a. I have used Yurdaydm's transcription for a rough translation here.
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used to represent these buildings. I have called this system representational types and their
variations. The more the variations are, the closer the illustration will be to the actual
building. However, the generic type is not an abstraction. It is a distillation based on actual
observation of a number of such buildings. Thus when a generic type is used with
minimum variations it still recalls the actual building although the correspondence with it
is minimal. The important thing is that the representation stands as a communicable sign
for a real object and not as a reproduction.
This system of representation then is like a second text in the manuscript. It
supplements the main text. Moreover, this system of representation does not only have
parallels with textual recording, but it is possibly a translation of one. I have attempted to
argue that this system of representation allowed easy translation of field notes. It also
suggested more than one observer. Furthermore the information could be graded. At one
level it could simply be: "such and such mosque with one dome, and two minarets. The
facade of the mosque has three arches etc." At the other end could be detailed descriptions,
perhaps even measurements. What this system allows is a certain uniformity in spite of the
differences in the level of information recorded.
Furthermore, this system of typologizing is not limited to the representation. It
extends to the very mode of observation. The method of taking field notes, either implicitly
or explicitly, assumed this system of conventions. I have also argued that this system of
typologizing, is in a way, the reverse of the subsequent use of type in Sinan's architecture.
Sinan used types and variations to these types to built similar structures in far away
lands.2 Here, far away lands are typologized and represented as such. This then gives us
insights into the larger mode of observations.
The tomb of Oljeitu in Sultaniye is shown not with its own monumental dome but
with a more modest dome supported by two semi-domes which recall similar structures in
Istanbul. Furthermore the octagonal plan of the building is not represented in the
illustrations at all. It is plausible to argue that in the field notes this building is considered
to be a mosque based on its eight minarets. Therefore the translation of this field notes into
2 This correlation has historical grounds too. Sinan, who was not appointed the chief architect yet,
participated in the campaign as a soldier. I, however, do not intend to push this argument, for there
is no evidence of Sinan's involvement in this manuscript.
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illustrations. Some illustrations exhibit detailed understanding of 3-dimensional rendering
while others don't. Another way to trace the involvement of different artists is by focusing
on the treatment of a repetitive element which occurs through out the manuscript, such as
certain types of plants. One type of plant shows the involvement of different artists
through the variation in the quality of painting.
This paper has then argued that Nasuh should be seen both as the initiator and
leader of the whole enterprise as well as the master-artist. However, little can be said about
Nasuh's artist caliber or knowledge. It is assumed that the manuscript was gifted to
Sultan Siileyman. We have, however, no record of either, Sultan SQleyman receiving the
manuscript or of Nasuh receiving any recognition for this work. Nasuh was earlier
awarded the titles of 'Ustad' and 'Reis' in 936 H./1530 for his success in using arms and
lance.3 The title of 'Reis' was given mostly to the naval leaders. It is known that Nasuh
was in some campaigns with Piri Reis and Barbarossa during the reign of Sultan Snleyman.
Nasuh's relations with these important naval figures of the time should be considered
carefully as it may reveal many of the artistic connections between Piri Reis and Nasuh.
It seems to me that both Nasuh and Piri Reis are the pioneers of a new
representational technique using the already existing conventions, mostly of textual
tradition, and transforms it to a technique where illustrations are incorporated. Piri Reis's
innovation took place at the level of observation, where his views seem to be based on
sketches made on site and later transformed into conventional representations of the
buildings. In the case of Nasuh, this study suggests that he recorded the sites according to
the textual tradition, and later transformed these filed notes into illustrations based on
conventional representational techniques. I therefore believe that Nasuh's genius lies in his
ability to transform these filed notes into illustrations through typologizing the
conventional representations. Therefore Beyan-z Menazil should be seen as the first attempt
in Ottoman topographical views to translate text into images.
SHiiseyin Yurdaydm, Matrakgz Nasuh, Ankara Universitesi Basimevi, Ankara 1963, p. 10
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